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THE PERSONAL WISDOM IN PROVERBS EIGHT 

  

Introductions: There are many opinions concerning i7 YT ° 
Wisdom: : 

1. Some scholars say that it is an attribute of God. 
2. Others assert that it is merely wisdom personified. 
3. We maintain that it is Jesus Christ, the Eternal Son 

of God. This is the view of the majority of scholars 
in the early Christian Church. f 

Ie Reasons why Wisdom, particularly in Proverbs 8, 22-31, refers “a 
to the Son of God. We base our reasons on words in our text. 

Ae "JJ e » "possessed me," "brought me forth.” Here we have ] 
thé eternal generation of the Son from the Father. 

Be "Nd>5iT» “gave birth to me." This term likewise refers 3 
to t eternal generation, but has a different etymology. A 

C. “ADO, “established me." The Son was established 
in His office. Literally, "I was established." 7 

D. iSNN >,» “beside Him." The Son is co-equal with the . 
Father, yet there is a distinction between the Persons. ' 

He JON » “Workmaster," "Master Workman." He took an 
active part in the work of creation. Cf. the “\ oyac 
of John 1. Also, like the Word and the eng of ; 
Lord, the expression Wisdom designates the Son of God 

as the One who reveals the will of God to us. 

Fe DO'SIWy wy, literally, "Delights." Wisdom delighted 
in the creation of man as well as in the redemption 
of the sinful human race. His delights are with the 

children of mene 

e ropriateness of the Term Wisdom as Ascribed to Obrist. 

a is oe leaning of i PIiT and a few of Its Synonymse 

Le 277 
2e 73°32 
Se 713) 

4e nyT 
Be VOID 
6e =pinrn 
LOM REPRE: 

tn ' 
Be New Testament Passages in Which the Term 7°? Plas 

Wisdom, is Associated With Christ. 

C. Jesus Christ, the Personal Wisdom, Our Comfort in 

Life and in Death. 

  
 



  

THE PERSONAL WISDOM IN PROVERBS EIGHT 

Introduction 

In one of our familiar hyms!) we sing: “0 word of God 
Incarnate, O Wisdom from on high." Proof for the first phrase 

is found in the opening verses of the Gospel According to st. 

John. Since the Gospel of John is one of the most widely read 

books in the Bible, the fact that the word, the /\ oyos » is 
to be identified with the Son of God is well known to matey 

including the young children in the Sunday schoolss On the 

other hand, fewer people would be able to indicate the source 

of the second phrase. The Book of Proverbs definitely merits 

much more attention than has been given to it. Obviously this 

lack of familiarity with the Zook of Proverbs accounts for the 

fact that a more Limited number of people realize that there is 

a section in Proverbs which points to the Pre-incarnate Christ, 

the Adyos arapKos * 

It will be the burden of this treatise to establish the 

fact that in the eighth chapter of the Book of Proverbs we have 

a direct reference to Jesus Christ, the Son of Gods This we 

shall do on the basis of six Hebrew expressions which occur in 

verses 22 to 31. ‘Then we shall consider the appropriateness of 

the term NYT » as well as related terms, as ascribed to 

the Son of God. Finally, we shall consider the Personal Wisdom 

as our comfort in life and in death. 

  

1. The Lutheran Hymma}, No. 294. The author is We We Howe 
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The Book of Proverbs is a part of the 01d Testament 

Wisdom Literature, Included also are Job and Zeclesiastes of 

the canonical books, and the Wisdom of Solomon and the Wisdom 

of Jesus the Son of Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus, of the Apocry- 

pha. All except the Wisaom of Solomon were originally written 

in Hebrew. However, the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach was 

translated into Greek, and only fragments of the Hebrew text 

have been discovered. Both of these apocryphal books were 

written at a later period than the canonical books. 

From the outset we wish to state our conviction that 

Solomon is the author of this section, as well as of at least 

the greater part of the entire Book of Proverbse We know from 

1 Kings 3,12 that Solomon was a man of a UJM 25, wise 

heart. His great wisdom and understanding was evidenced by 

the fact that he spoke 3000 proverbs and composed or sang 

1005 songs. 

T. Ke Cheyne objects to the Solomonic authorship of the 

Book of Proverbs on accountcof the ethical and religious con- 

tent. In his book he opposes the view of Keil, who upholds —~ 

the Solomonic authorship. Cheyne remarks: 

The ethical and religious character even of the 

earliest proverbial collection stands too far 

removed from that of the historical Solomon. It 

4s indeed a pure hypothesis that any Solomonic 

element survives in the Book of ProverbsSeceelt 
would appear from 1 Kings 4,35 that the wisdom of 

the historical Solomon expressed itself in spokep 

fables or moralisations about animals and trees. 

However, it is arbitrary, to sey the least, for a per- 

son to put Solomon into a strait-jacket and expect him to 

  

~ Dr. Le Ruerbringer, Introduction to the Old 
1. Of 

Testaments De 115. 

i 3. Te Ke Cheyne, Job and Solomon, De 165. 
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conform to a particular type of content or style which an in- 

dividual may fancy. We must remember that Solomon was the 

wisest of all men, excepting, of course, Christ, the God-ian. ' : 

according to the very verse which Cheyne cites, 1 Kings 4,33, 

Solomon was a man of remarkably wide learning. Who, then, is 

to sit as judge and deny that Solomon is the author? 

Of course, it may be that the Proverbs, or at least a 

mumber of them, were not written by the hand of Solomon. 

Perhaps they were written by others under his direction. It 

may be that they were nenneé down soon after his death, One 

thing, however, is certain: They were in existence by the 

time of Hezekiah , who lived about three centuries later. 

Solomon's authorship stands, and it is probable that this 

first section, chapters 1-9, was written during his lifetime. 

It was this famous, influential, wealthy king of Israel, 

a men wiser than the wisest of all other nations, it was this 

remarkably gifted man, who wrote concerning i7)>TJ , wisdom. 

And ought he not to have been qualified to hand down his sage 

advice to posterity? Christ Himself refers to Solomon's 

wisdom and glory. 

In this section we shall, as stated above, try to estab- 

uith/“tne word T1217 , particularly in the eighth chapter 

and also in a number of other passages in Proverbs, refers to 

the Second Person of the Trinity, the Son of God, our Lord 

  

    

    

Jesus Christ. Of course, frequently it refers to the attribute 

ap Aves phadl ARe, 

wisdom. However, here it refers to Divine Wisdom, and not the 

mere attribute, but the Son of God Himself. Dre Le Fuerbringer 

remarks: “Darin stimmen alle Ausleger tiberein, dass hier die 

  

1 Cf. Prove 2551. ¥ 

3. Gf. Matt. 6,29 and Luke 12,273 Hatt. 12,42 and Luke 1186 1.    
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Wetsheit Gottes redend eingefsnrt, also personifiziert wird, 

Aber die meisten neveren Ausleger beschranken dies auf eine 

dichterische Personification einer Eigenschaft Gottes."™ ra 

We shall now briefly state the three chief interpreta- 

tions which are proposed for the word ODT in this see. 

tion, Prove 8922-31. 

i. The view is held that this is an attribute of God. 

Itis true that wisdom is an attribute of the Trhune God. 

In Job 12,13 we reads: "With Him is wisdom ( 719277) and 

strengths He hath counsel and understanding. a2 However, that 

T9277 is merely an attribute here cannot be maintained, 

as we shall demonstrate later. 

2. There are several who will go so far as to say that 

wisdom is here actually personified, but not a Persons 

Among other things they draw our attention to the fact that 

MOOT is a noun in the feminine gender. We shall discuss 

also this view later. 

3. The view that i1)2/7 is the Second Person of the 

Godhead has been held by very manye A large number of Church | 

fathers held this view, including Irenaeus, Tertullian, Cyprian, 

Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Hilary, 

Busebius, Epivhanius, Jerome, and Augustine”, as well as Luther 

and later commentators including Hengstenberg and tatthew Henry. 

This hes been the view of conservative Lutherans up to the 

present day, and this is the view which we also hold. After 

this brief presentation of the various interpretations, we 

shall now consider in detail the meaning of 1/1) 277 as it 

    
appears in Prove 9,22-31, where it is the speaker. 

iv i. Ruerbringer, Die Perstnliche Weishelt Gottes, CTH IV, 245 
A. Gfe Jeb 26,200870 Ppp 104,245 Te. 405159 Hph. 1,781 Rom.11,3 
3, Puerbringe?s op. Cites D. 244. : 
 



   I. REASONS WHY THE TERM WISDOM, PARTICULARLY AS GIVEN 

IN PROVERSS 8,22-31, REFERS TO THE SON OF GOD 3 
Although we shall study the word 72511 , as well as its 

various synonyms, in snother part of this treatise, it is 

necessary also at this point to determine the ‘dehaine of the 

word. 

The word MOIS is e noun derived from the verb ROT, 

which, according to Gesenius, means "to be or become wice,* 

“to act wisely." The adjective ODM is synonymous with the 

Greek words crofes and Pp ov imos e One is DDT who is skilled 

in the arts, or knowing, skilful in any way. In most instances 

oT means "wise," "intelligent," "segacious," "shrewd." oe 4 

UMD denotes "skill" or "dexterity," but in most cases "wise 

dom." This word may be applied to God, to His engels (2 Seam. 

14,20), end to human beings. The word 7D2177 is a wide, 

general term which includes all the specific asyects of know. 

ledge and wisdom which ere designated by the narrower terms 

NJ*A and Hys, as well as others. Therefore, it includes 

"insicht," "knowledge," and, among other attributes, “piety.” 

In this connection we wish to quote from the Pulpit 
  

Commentary: 
é 

The Hebrew i7227 and the Greek co9/x 0 far 
agree as philosophical terms in that the end of each 

is the same, vize, the striving after objective wise 

dom, the moral fitness of things; but the character 

of the former differs from that of the letter in 

being distinctly religious. The beginning and the 

end of the 77221 » Wisdom, is God (Prov. 1s7)e 
Wisdom, then, is not the merely scientific knowledge, 

or moral philosophy, but Imowledge Ker’ EsoXnv 4 

1.6. religious knowledge or piety towards God, 1.8. 

‘an appreciation of what God requires of us and what 
we conversely owe to God. Wisdom wil} carry with it 

the notions of knowledge and insight. 

a I. The Pulpit Gonmentary, Vol. XX, pe2-  



That which we quoted refers to humen wiadodp which is a 

gift of God. Only believers possess that wisdom, for "the 

fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, "= However, we can 

see that not human wisdom, although it comes from God, is 

spoken of in this passege, Prove 8,22-351. Even a supérficial 

reading will convince us that not human wisdom, but sométhing 

much higher is meant, and a closer study will establish the 

fact that this wisdom spoken of here is Divine Wisdom. More- 

over, this is not merely wisdom as an attribute of God, nor 

wisdom personified, but the Personal Wisdom, the Second Pere 

son of the Godhecd, Jesus Christ. 

In rending through this section, we find a few key words 

which will form a basis for our position. These words are; 

"372+ "Hdbin » “hoOJ» TdANe TinNs 
end U*YIWYW . We shall divide this material into six 

sections according to the chief thought contained in these 

words as they are used in this section. 

eae 
Verse 22 begins our section with the words: " The Lord 

possessed me in the beginning of His way, before His works 

of 014." The key word is “IJ P » end on the correct 

understanding of that term much depends. This word, accor-= 

ding to Gesenius in his lexicon, has the etymological sig- 

nificance of "setting upright," "erecting," "founding," 

"forming." However, it seems that the root meaning has almost 

disappeared. The chief idea in every instance in which it is 

used is that of obtaining something, and as a result possessing 

ite As a verb in its various forms it occuzs 80 times in the 

Le Prove 5,10. 
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O1d Testament,~ It is found a number of times in the book of 

Genesis, where it is clear from the context that it means "to 

obtain by purchase," "to buy for a price."2 In Exodus 15,16 

the meaning is different. There it refers to Gods "0 Lord, +112 

the people pass over, which thou hast purchased, p "J Re 

Luther's translation is a fine interpretation: "Bis dein Volk, 

ee 
e
S
 
s
e
 

Herr, hindurch konme.eedas du erworben hast." That Ip can 
v 

mean possidere also Meandelkern admits. 

In the book of Leviticus Moses used the word J P with 

rererence to the buying of land which was to return to its 

formexs owner in the year of Jubilee. It is also used in this 5 

sense in the other historical books of the 01d Testament. In 

the book of Ruth it also has this significance, 

in Jer. 13,1 it need not mean "buy." There the Lord con- 

mands Jeremiah to obtain for himself a linen girdle. So also 

in Jer. 19,1, where the prophet is toldito obtain (whether by 

purchase or any other means is not mentioned) a potter's 

earthen bottle. in Is. 11,11, which is a Messianic seotion, 

the prophet renerks: "The Lord shall set His hand again the 

  

second time to recover ( f\? J P 5 ) the remnant of His people." 

Obviously this means to “obtain, " "get back again, " and cone 

sequently "possess for one's self." 

Likewise, in Gen. 14,19.22 Helchizedek, in blessing Abram, 

calls Jehovah the Most High Gods Possessor ( //J ?P ) of heaven 

  

and earth." ‘There are several other instances also where ase   means "to possess," including Ise 1,3, where the participle 

is rendered "owner." However, we cannot enumerate them now. 

  

1. Solomon Mendelkern, Veteris Testamenti ¢ Concordantiae, 

Hgbrel cae Atque Chaldaiaae. 
2. Cf. Gene 25,103 47,223 49,3503 50, 13. 

   



    
Nevertheless, there is one most important passage which ’ 

must be taken into consideration, namely, Gene 4,1. Eve had 

received the promise, in Gen, 3,15, that the Seed of the woman 

would be born, and that this Seed would bruise the head of the 2 

serpent. In her Joy she thought that her first child was the 

promised Seed. In this she was mistaken-<not about the promise, | 

but in the person. Thinking that her first child, Csin, whose 

name means “possession,” was that Seed, she exotalmeds "D7 I P 

NT” AN WN . Tere iJ P oan heve but one meanings 

"obtain," "come into possession of," "receive." And how did 

sne obtain him? Through birth, of course. fhat is the only 

possibility, because the verbs > 77 (in a euphemistic sense) , 

VITA], and T2A? are employed in the first half of the 

Verse. 

we know, therefore, that // J RP means to “aquire," and, 

as a result, "possesse" Wandelkern lists several possible 

meanings for the word: fumdare, creare, parare, aquirere, 

emerere, redimere, and possidere. However, in each instance 

the result is possession. "Ganz richtig bemerkt Calov, dass 

a 2 suf einen Besitz gehe entweder per modum oreationiss 

Gen. 14,19, oder per modum adontionis/Ps. 74,2, oder per modum 

generationis, Gen. 4,1. (Biblia Illustrate, I, 1150). 

The Septuagint renders the word TJ PR by exrl of .e 

Targums end the Pegzhito, as well as most of the modern Com- 

mentetors, follow the Septuagint in this respect. Zéckler and 

Strack also give this as the meaning. However, neither the 

Septuegint nor the other versions nor the commentaries are 

  

I. wuerbringer, Op. cite, pe 323. 
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inspired. 1 J P can mean possidere per modum gonsrationis ; 

as well as per modum oreationis and per modum edonptionis. Of 

course, the ausstion is: Whet doos it mean here?’ 26ckler, who 

translates "Jehovah created me as the beginning of His course,* 

raises the following objections to the translation é KTY cu TO 

(Aquile, Symmechus, Theodotian), possedit (Jerome), "gehabt," 

| 

| 
"nossessed." 

le The fact thet the verb i/JP doses not signify 
simply "to possess," but "to attain to the possession," 
"to acquire," which latter signification wovld find 
here a poor application, : 

2. The fact thst the adjunot of the verb ( 1227 h*wN?2 ) 
agrees better with the idea of creating than that of: 
possessing. . 

3. That the double mention of “Yisdom's "being born” 
in verses 24,25, and not less the ression in verse 
23, "I wes set up" (or "wrought out"), corresponds 
petter with the iden of a creation than with thet of 
possessing or having. 

4. That the parallel passages, Ecolesiasticus 1, 4.93 
24,8, which are evidently formed on the model of that 

before us, also employ the verb «K7I$siv {ereate) 

and not sone suck as ZYen ox KEkTHoba (have or 
possess)." 

we shall answer these arguments in orders 

1. It is true that the significance of TJ Rk is that of 

possession through acquisition. However, that acquisition 

SS
 
S
S
e
S
.
 

need not be limited to an act of creation, which, as we know, 

is impossible in this instance, for the last part of the 

verse reads: [NY roy on OTP. As we shall see below, 

several have regarded 7))7 1* wN> as an adjunct of the 

vero, which is our key word, “JJ P e This they have done 

instead of taking it to be an adverbial acousative exoressing 

> = - 32a 

time. For Jovy hb wN? the Septuagint has aphyy tar O8GY LUT 

  

. Lange and Philip Scheff, A Commentary on the 

ee ceee eyol. X by Otto Zéckler. ee 
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Evidently the Septuagint's peculiar rendering, <is égya TOD g 

is explained by the probability that the translators did nat | 

understand the phrase 71ND roy? n oTP « On the other hand, 

the Vulgate correctly reads antequam, 

Franz Delitzsch makes ry 1°79) DP an adjunct 
parallel to 1D07 h° UN 2 » wuich he also maintains to be 

an adjunct, He holds that the first "Sestimmung des Yann" 1 

occurs in TN % » although he appsrently admits the possi- 

bility of taking W]P as temporal when he remarks: * aTP 

réumliches vad dann zeitliches Yornsein be eutet, " and pro= 

ceeds to quote Sirach 1,4: mpoTépay riz ey aw avrov. ¥ 

Dr. Fuerbringer, on the other hand, remarks: "Alle Pra- 

positicnen imHebrdischen urspringlieh Suostantiva sind,” and | 

defines utP as: "1, Was vorn ist. 2, Osten. 3. Vorzeit."= * 

It surely follows from the context that here this word 

aTP » in its use as a preposition, has a temporal, not a 

locel mesning, It is a parallel to h°yw nN » which we shall 

discuss in the next point. Now, if He had not at this time 

done any “works, if He had not created any objects, how . 

could this ly PR refer to creation? "He crested me before 

He did any ereating"” is nonsensicale On the other hand, the 

meaning possidere per modum generationis makes good sense in 

  

this connection. From eternity, long before time began, in 

fect wiinfluenced by time, He possessed by generation, or 

vegetting, npg Ty » the Son. This is the deepest of all 

nysteries, for we can only think in terms of limited measures 

such as time and space. 

1. Carl ¥. Keil und Franz Delitasch, pipiischer pommenter r 

“ber Das Alte Testament. Die Poetischen Biicher Des Alten 

Testaments von sranz Delitzsche Ds Salomonische Sprucibuch. p.142. 
2. Fuerbringer, ope Cites pe S25. 

  

   



2. Zéckler's second argument (see above) is bosed on his 
assumption that 1DIT D°wN} is an adjunct. ‘The grermarian 

¥énig holds that i) is equivalont to UND here.2 

Dr. Fuerbringer correctly remarks thet it meens more ‘than an 

sccusative of time,” for it is the absolute beginning, long 

before time was ercated.” Surely this also supports the fact 

that TJ P here means beget rather than create. 

5. His third argument (see above) does not hold. Indeed, 

rather than weakening our position, 1% strengthens it. Is not 

3471 to be considered a parallel of dIp in the sense in 

which this nvassage employs the word? 

4. At first this argument (see above) might seem quite 

cogent. However, we must remember that Meclesiasticus (Jesus 

the Son of Sirach) &#s an anocrynhal book, and hence not in- 

spired, It was of a later date than Proverbs, and may have 

been written with a prejudiced notion of the identity of 

Wisdom. Then, too, it is not definite that the isdom of 

which Jesus the Son of Sirach speaks is the same as the Per-~ 

sonal Wisdom in our chapter. ‘oreover, there is a resi paral- 

lel between the Wisdom in Proverbs 8 and the creation account 

in Genesis 1, es well es the Logos in John 1. Since we have 

such striking end convincing parallels in our canonical 

Scriptures, why turn to the Apocrypha to draw parallels? 

The parallels in the two books of Wisdom contained in the 

Apocrypha are indeed useful. However, we dare not nake the 

meaning of the verb tJ P depend on the rif w » oF 

related words which we find in BEecleslasticus. 

  

1. Fr. Eduard Kénig, Nistorisch-Comarative Syntax 
Der Hebréischnen Sprache, pe 385. ee ne sean 

Qe FuErbringsYr, Ode Clie, De 524. 
3. Cf. Gene lols “John Todg 
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Franz Delitasch closely approaches our view, but he stops 

short of definitely identifying the {71 D]] with the son 
of God. Since this is such a vitel point, we shall list his 

objections to the meaning "possessed," i. Gee by generation, 

  

as we render the word TJ 4 es He goes into the matter rather 

at length, and it 1s difficult to determine exactly where he 3 i 

stands. At times his vosition seems tc approximate ours, 

but at other times it is far removed from ovr view. His 

objections ares 

1. Die Weisheit ist nicht selber Gott, sondern : 
Gottes; sie hat der neutestamentliche OGffenberung 
zurfolge im Logos pers8nliches Dasein, aber ist nicht 
der Logos selbst; sie ist die Weltidee, welche, 
einmeal entworfen, Gotte cgegensténdliéh ist, nicht 
als todtes Schemen, sondern als lebendiges Geistes- 
bilds; sic ist das Trbild der Welt, welckes sus Gott 
entstanden vor Gott steht, die Welt der Idee, welche 
daz Medium zwischen der Gottheit und der Welt der 
Wirklichkeit bildéet, die bei der Entstehung und 
Vollendung der Welt, so wie Gott diese heben will, 
petnelligte geistige Macht. Diese Welsheit per- 
sonificirt hier der Dichter, er redet nicht vom 
persénlichen Logos, aber cer weltere Offenbarungs- 
verlauf weist ihre faktische Personification im ; 
Logos nach. ; 

a 
te
 
i
e
 

ee 

2. Indem ihy der Dichter der Yeltentstchung vorause 
gegengenes Dasein zuspricht, erklart er sie, indem 
Tar vorweltlich und also vorscitlicn, ebendsamit fur 
ewig. Denn wenn er sie an die Spitze der Creaturen 

als deren erste stellt so will er sie damit doah 
nicht selber zu einer weltlichen zeitanfdnglichen 
Oreatur machen; ex ritckt ihre Entstehune mit der 

Entstehung der Creatur nur deshalb zusammen, weil 

jene von vornhnerein aul diese bezogen ist und ab- 
gveckt; die Macht, welche wurde ehe Himmel und Erde 
wurden und bel der Entstehnung der Erd- und Hinmels= 
welt mitgewirkt hat, kann doch nicht selber unter 
die Kategorie der Creaturen um und &ber uns fallen. 

e
S
 
e
S
 

ee
 
e
e
 

Ebendsrum hat 3. die Sbersetzung mit eKric fv nichts 
gegen sich, es ist aber ein von der K7v/clsS Hirmels 
und der Erde verschiedenes, weil gu gem Zwecke dieser 
urviis geschehenes, ~x7ifr1v gemeint, und sicher 
  

1. For the sake of reproducing Delitzsch's very words, 
we are quoting from the original German, not from the inglish 
translation by Dr. Ue Ge Haston, from which we shall quote 
later on in this paper. 
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   hat der Dichter mit Absiéht nicht °JN? 2 » sons 
dern JIp geschrieben 2 eee 

Delitzsch then proceeds to point out the difference ; 
between the verbs N22 and 77J P as follows: 

vet: rr “ 

4n iTJP heftet nicht in gleicher Weise das Merlmal 
dor Zeitanfanglichkeilt wie an N72 , welches immer | 
esttliches Hervorbringen von bisher noch nicht Gewee 
scnem ausdrickt. Das veropum i]JP vereinigt die 
3edeutungen scheffen und sich etwas schaffen, berele 
ten parare (2. B. Ps. 139,13) und sich ctwas berei- 
ten comparara. » « « In dem *JJ P liest also beidess 
dass Gott die “felsheit hervorgebracht und dass er sie 
sich 2u Gigen gemacht, freilich nicht so wie ein 
Mensch sich Weisneit von Aussen her zu eigen macht.* 

He goes on to says d 
Wem aber Gott die Veishoit zum Erstling seines veges 3 
a. i. seiner Schépferthdtigkeit gemacht het (vel. 
Apoke Sy14 und Col. 1,15), so ist das tiechen nicht 
als lrwerbung, sondern als ein diese Schénferthatige 
keit Sottes erSffnendes, auf sie abzielendes Hervor- 
bBingen zu denken, und dies wird auch durch das folg. 
>n$57N fgenlta sum, Vgle Gene 451 "f° IP eons 

bestAtist. 

Although Delitgsch goss very far on the way of identi- 

fying NY TT in this passage with Christ, he stops all of : 

e sudden, as it were. It is true that he speaks of a “Here . 

vorbringen," yet it is not the asterna goneratio of the Son 

by the Father which Delitzsch has in mind. He does not iden- 

tify it withtne eternal Acros , although, as we shall see, 

s
c
a
l
a
 tt

 

the rerallels are striking, to say tne least. To hin, 1027 

is merely Wisdom personified. f: He goes no further than the 

encient Greeks, wio spoke of various virtues personified.} 

In this long philosophical discussion Delitzsch specu- 

lates concerning God and Wisdom. ‘Ye dare not speculate 

about fed or try to make Him conform to our limited reason. 

The only statements which we make concerning Him must be 

based on His ow revelation to us, which isa Holy Seriptures 

  

Te Delitzsch, OPe Gites De i41f. 

2e Ibides De 142. 

3. Tbide. 
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Of all the Old Testament scholars, perhaps no one has 

  

surpassed Delitagsch in erudition, depth, and acumen. One is 

amazed at the immense amount of learning which he seems to 

have possessed at his finger tips, so to speak. Nevertheless, 

he makes this matter very comphicated, It is difficult to 

comprehend what he says, because he does not seem to be very 

clear on this point himself. He makes of mPIT something 

subjective, something in the mind of God. It seenis, accord— 

ting to his view, that TPS a is merely a power active in 

the creation of the world, but first of all a creature itself. 

This theory is similar to the Dynamic Monarchian Theory.~ 

Wisdom is to him merely a created power which stands 

between God and the world which was to be created. He will 

not claim that Wisdom is a creature of God in the same sense 

as other creatures. Nevertheless, if he denies the eternity 

of Wisdom, what else is 7) J T] than a creature pure and 

simple? He speaks of Wisdom as a creature before all other 

creatures, basing his position on the assumption that the 

phrase 72 IT b°wWND is used as an adjunct accusative 

and not as an adverbial expression denoting time. We have 

discussed this abovee 

In appealing to two New Testament passages, Reve 5,14 

and Col. 1,15, he takes the position that Wisdom is a crea- 

ture of God, although a unique one. By referring to these 

passages which deal with Chrést, Delitzsch seems to identify 

iT QD 7 and Christ. However, we must bear in mind that 

he says: “Er (der Dichter) redet nicht vom persénlichen 

Logos, aber der weitere Offenbarungsverlauf weist ihre 

faktische Personification im Logos nach. "2 

2e belitzech, sepesy ae o9 De one
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But, we ask, do the passages (Rev. 3,14 and Col, 1,15) 

teach that Jesus Christ is a creature of God? Let us examine 

them. tae , qj 
In Rev. 3,14 it is clear that Christ is the speaker, 

He is called o aANV > 6 Paprvs 6 nigres Kat KANDI Vas, 

7 apxn Ths Kricews PD Bel, christ is appropriately designated 

6 &AKY , because He is firm, reliable, unghangeable. Like- 

wise, He is the faithful, trustworthy cane, as the word 77 jo-705 

indicates. Not only that, but He is also RAnOIVOS 3 true, 

actual, genuine.= The following words further describe Him; 

f kpty rhs urivews rod Beod, ane arions end their kind hold 

that Christ is here designated the first of the creation of 

God, i. @., a created being. However, that interpretation 

is impossible, for it clearly contradicts all those passages 

of the Bible in which Christ is set forth eas true God from 

eternity. Furthermore, we shall presently show that the 

word apX y can be used in such a way that no Arianism need 

be implied in this passages Drs James Moffatt remarks: 

"He is the first in the sense that he is neither creator 

(a prerogative of God in the Apocalypse), nor created, but 

creative. n2 He makes Christ merely an active principle, and 

will not admit that the Son, with the Father, is oreatore 

However, since "I and my Father are one,"5 and since we are 

expressly told that "all things were made by Him," we dare 

not aeay thet Jesus is Creator also, and not mersly a creative 

principle. By the same token we must disagree with Dister- 

dieck: "The wording in itself allows only two conceptions: 

  

We According to Thayer, Disterdieck, and others, aanPlves 
is to’ be distinguished from *A\n9%s , in that the former means 
"real," "genuine, * whereas the latter means "truthful." 

2 Tole 370. 
Se ee 1 ed0« o John aoe Ve =      
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either Christ is designated ‘the beginning of the creation 

of God," i. Se, as the first creature of God, « e « or the 

Lord is regarded as the active principle of the creation, "2 

  

Dusterdieck's position is wrong because at best he will 

admit that Christ is merely a power or means of creation, 

and hence not to be identified with the Pather. That would 

result in subordinationism, which is something entirely 

different from the distinction of persons which does exist 

in the Godhead. 

Let us briefly study the meaning of the word apxXy in 

this connection. We shall list the meanings which two 

lexicographers give for the word. Thayer gives the fol- 

lowing mesningss 

1. Beginning, origin. 
2. The person or thing that commences, the first 
person or thing in a series, the leader. 
3. That by which anything begins to be, the origin, 

active cause. ReVe 3314. 
4. The extremity of a thing. 2 

5. The first place, principality, rule, magistracy. 

In the Lexicon of Preuschen and Bauer we find the 

following meanings listed: 

1. Anfang. a) Zipfel. b) Der Beginn. ~c).Der Anfang, 

Yrbpeginn. 4d) Der Anfanger. Es | 

20 Die erste Ursache, der Urgrund, das Principe... 

Apoke 39143 doch ist auch die Deutung Anfang = Erst- 

lingswerk méglichs giehe oben lb. : 

3e-Die Behirde. 3 

4. Das Amt. Judas 6. 

In both lexicons this passage, Reve 3,14, is listed 
   

  

   

  

     
    

under the meaning "origin," "active cause." If this is 

understood in the sense that Christ, the TY ITT » was 

  

le He Ae We Meyer, Commentary on the New Testament, 

Vole XI, De 177. 

J. He Thayer, A Greek-unglish Lexicon of 
New aentanstt oe meee He gives a rather lengthy isouae one 

3. Erwin Preuschen und Walter Bauer, Griechisch-Deurschss 

Wérterbuch zu den Schriften des Neven Testaments. 
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actively engaged, with the Father and the Spirit, as true 

Creator of this world, then this meaning would be adceptable. 

However, that is not the sense in which Disterdieck undere 

stands this word. Another possible interpretation would be 3 

one which is listed by lexicographers before the one which 

we have discussed, and that is, according to Thayer, "the | 

person or thing that commences," "the first person or thing 

in a series." Under this meaning, "der Anfadnger," Preus— 

schen-Bauer lists Col. 1,18 as well as Rev. 21,6 and 22,13. 

The two last passages seem somewhat doubtful in this sense. 

Our passage, Rev. 3,14, would fit better if given the 

meaning "der Anfdnger." The Colossians passage evidently 

has this meaning, however. 

In regard to Rev. 3,14, therefore, it may be said that 

we have a choice of two interpretations of the word aP Xx y 3 

1. The active cause of the creation, in the sense that John 

uses it in 1,3: "All things were made by Him." 2. The One 

who begen creation, "der Anfanger." Obviously He was not 

2 part of the creation, for He was Creator. — 

The other passage to which Delitzsch refers, Cole 1,15, 

speaks of Christ as follows: os Ec7iv ELK WY Tov B<e00 

ToU & OPaToY, npwroroKes ndons KT Cus, christ was the 

"image of God" in that in Him God was, and is, revesled. In 

His state of humiliation our Savior did not always make full 

use of Nis divine glory. Now He does. He is the elk wy 9 

the very image of God, because they are one. Here the glori- 

fied Jesus is meant. 

In Hebe 3,3 we are told: 65 Wy dnavyacue Ths 45S 

“at NapanTég THs Unorraréws AVTOU . Christ is always, 
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( dv » present participle), the effulgence of the glory of ’ 

God. ‘That identifies Him with God the Father according to | 
essence, for are not the rays of the sun the very sun itself? 

He is the very impress of God. The absence of the article 

brings out the qualitative ides. ‘Now such a One who is true 

God is called mpwmroxos ndons Kricews The Arians falsely 
based their teaching on the assumption that 7409S K7IoEWs 

is a partitive genitive, “out of all creation,""ag though 

Christ were a creature. 

Heyer correctly holds that the genitive is a genitive 

of comparison. The genitive 71A THS KT CEWS 4s not the 

pertitive genitive, because the anarthrous 71ava x7(o1S 

dces not mean the whole creation, as Meyer affirms. We 

shall auote hims 

The anarthrous 7€c« Kriels does not meun the whole 
creation, or every thing. aoe is gueated. = es and 
consequently cannot irm the saterory or collec- 
tive whole to which Christ belongs as its first- 
born individual (it means: every creature. « :)§ 
put it is the genitive of comparison, corresponding 
to the supexlative expression: "the first-born in 
comparison with every creature," that is, born 
earlier than every creature. 

Dre Fuerbringer quotes Luther and Bengel in support 

of our position. Luthers "Der Erstgeborne vor alien Krea- 

turen." ‘Bengel: "Das 7/0 in npwvorowes heiss& "vor 

den Kreaturen. 109 

In the notes to Meyer's ‘ddanentacss Timothy Dwight 

remarks: 

That the primary idea of npwrdroxos » a8 here used, 

is that of priority of time--born before every créa= 
ture, as Meyer says--is clearly indicated by the 
  

1. Cf. The Pulpit Commentary on Colossians, Ds 5. He 
condemms the Arian view. 

2. PERSE LAGER SSE PE, the Mey Testenant, Vol. VIII, P- 225.   
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original sense gf the adjectives by the fact that 
the following Tt «with its clau e@ seems to sug- 
gest this meanings; and by npb mévrwv of verse 17.1 

This passage does not weaken, but rather strengthens 

the teaching thet Jesus Christ is the pre-existent Son of 

God. Although begotten of God, He is very God Himself. 

For this reason every Christian can confess, in the words 

of the Nicene Oreeds: 

And (I believe) in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only- 
begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before 
all worlds, God of God, Light of Light, very God of 
very God, begotten, not made, being of one subgtance 
with the Fathers by whom all things were made. 

We entered upon this rather lengthy discussion of these 

two passages in order to show that these very passages to 

which Delitzsch refers teach the pre-existence of Christ, 

with whom Delitzech refuses to identify the 7N27] of 

Proverbs Eight. Why he goes so far as he does in granting 

the striking parallelism between the 7] PIT here and the 

Aoyos in John 1,1ff, and yet will not admit that both 

directly refer to Christ, ‘seoms atrange indeed. Of course, 

we hold that the two expressions are to be identified with 

Christ. In his discussion of this subject Ae Ge Hoelemann 

remarks $ 

Nec diversas duas hypostases in Verbo illo divino 

et in hec Sepientia divina, creatione et guberna- 
tione e e » mundi occupatis, sed unam eandemque 

bypostasin utroque in nomine . . e agnoscimus. 

Ta quod certg quidem aliunde, simul vero etiam 

inde possit. 
v4 

Indeed, the 7D DT is the Adyos avapkos, the Pre- 

inearnate Christ. 

  

il. Meyer, ee Cites Vol. VIII, pe 270. 

2. Concordia Triglotta, De Sl. 
3e Ae Ge Hoelemann, De Evangelii Joannei Introitu, pe 30. 
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There are those who appesl to the fact that the feminine 

forms M2 > is used, and not a masculine form. Among 

them 1s Cheyne. His view is similar to that of Delitzsch. 

Cheyne declares: 

She (for Wisdom, khokma; is a feminine word) has 
indeed been mentioned before (1,203 3,13-203 4,5-9), 
but from 8,1 to 9,6 the noet is absorbed in his 
grand personification. Wisdom is now presented to 
us in the familiar dialect of poetry, as the first- 
born Child of the Creator. ‘There is but one Yisdoms; 
though her forms are many, in her origin she is oné. 
The Wisdom who presided over the "birth" of nature 
is the same who by her messengers (the wisp men”) 
cslls mankind to turn away from evil (9,3). 

The specious argument which Cheyne and others advance, 

namely, that the feminine form, nyan » is used, might 
Té ‘ 

seem cogent at first glance, but it is a weak, unconvin- 

cing, and even erroneous one. Let us produce ea few examples. 

Since thers is no neuter in Hebrew, all nouns must be either 

mesculine or feminine. Now it so happens that the feninine 

gender is usually emsloyed for things without life, abstract 

ideas, countries, towns, parts of the body, and powers of 

nature. The fact that the word which describes them és in 

the feminine gender surely does not prove that these objects 

are feminine. Even the word 2N » "father," has a feminine 

plural, hi2 X .- Now.who woukd be so foolish as to insist 

that the fathers are of feminine gender because the form of 

the noun is fouinine? 

Another example would be the word [17 ,» which is of 

the feminine gender. In the many passages where it is used 

of the Holy Ghost, we would not think of appealing to its 

  

le Cheyne, Ope Cite, Pe 159. 

2. Benj. Devies and Tdward C. Mitchell, Gesenius' 
Hebrew Grammar, pp. 270ff. There are several peragrapns 
on this suojgct. We cannot go into detail on this matter.  
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gender in order to attempt to prove that not the>true God is 

meant. ‘The same spplies to its counterpart in the New Tes~ 

tament, the noun 7S mvéj~e. There the neuter gender is used. 

However, that a definite person of the Godhead is meant can 

readily be determined from the numerous benedictions in which 

it is used in a construction parallel with 0 naTyf or 6 uios 

or both, as well as from the other pessages in which attributes 

  

and works are ascribed to the Holy Ghost, so that it mist be 

a definite person. As we shall mention later, the word 

Jip » verse 30, is a masculine noun, yet tne Personal 

wisdom, 7D , was fIDN. 
Thus far it has been our object to prove that the verb 

MJP » which in itself has the meaning "to possess as a 

result of acquiring," in this conneétion means "to possess 

through generation." Consequently i A271 can truly say: 

"Jehovah possessed me (generated me) in the beginning of 

His waye" We shall now proceed to the second of our six 

key words which form the basis for this first part of our 

paper. 

Be *bozin 

The verb $)/] is a evnanvi of NP » and it occurs 

in the form “hod0n twice in this section, verses 22-31. 

ban has a side form, on . According to Gesenius the 

etymological meaning is "to be twisted, turned, turned 

round." Depending on the connection, the verb has various 

  

8 
Cf. Hatt. 12,31f-e, and in particular John 14,17.18. 

26; 15,26; 16,813. Note that the neuter form 7° nvéOpe myst 
be understood as a personal Being, for the mageuline o Napatanzas, 

Zuctyos » ete, are used to define Him further.
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meanings in the qel conjugation: "dance;" "be twisted;" 

"twist oneself," "writho," "be in pains" "bring forth;" 

"trembles" "be strong," “be firms" "wait," "stay," "delays" 

  

In the pulal it means "to be born," "to be brought forth. 
The word >°1] , "strength," is related to ite ” 

Besides the two instoncoes in our section, this verb is 

found in the pulal conjvgetion also in Job 15,7, where 

Eliphez asks Jobz: 32771 hiya *jOd) T3Ih DIN Tiuan 
That in this passnee from Job it means "tc be born" is 

clear from the context, and particulerly so because of the 

parallek word, 752A » which is the nipheal of ee > 

"bring forth." Another instance of the word 39T1 in the 

pulal conjugation is found in Pse 51,7. In that remarkable 

penitentiel Psalm Devid confesses: Nol? "h>2in Jnyar ya 

‘ON IAN - Again the parallel word, this time n° ’ 

in the piel, which means "be warm," "have sexual desire," 

"conceive," sstablishes the meaning "be born" es the cnly 

possible one for 327 e 

Let us also consult Deut. 32,18. In this beautiful 

sons of Moses we rend: 732700 SN NOWAY “Wn WT?) na 

As in all Hebrew poetry, here we have parallelism. In each 

member there are three words. It is a form of chiasmus: The 

verb is last in the first member, but first in the last one. 

*wfh end T2UA are synonymous. In poetry VIX often 

state for God. It has the same sighificance as the name 

3 N : a God of power and might. Again we have 13 as 8 

parallel to 3971, which here appears in the active (pilel) 

form. 

  

1. Gesenius, Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon, ppe 264f- 
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Let us again turn to our chapter, verses 24 and 25, It 

has been estahlished that "3217 here means "born," 

"brought forth." What kind af biligrag forth is expressed 

in this word as it is used with roference to Wisdom? We 

know that TDM 4s not 2 creature; nevertheless this 

unique Person is spoken of as being born. It is not a birth 

here in tims, but in eternity. It is the: generatio aeterna 

of the Son of God by the Father. Several expressions in our 

text convey the idea of eternity. ‘We shall mention thems 

le joy uN? 2. poyon UTR 3 IND 4% BDiIdn 
5. WN ID 6 YIN "OTRO 7 hinmA- PNA 8. Hicyy Pua 

9D] DYOR 10. HiYI] "19> (Siterally "to the foce of,” 

a Local meaning. Nowever, becouse of the narallelism it 

receives 2 temmoral force: "to tte face of" the hills, is Gey 

even before they were formed.) i 

There are other expressions also, but we shall not enu- 

merate them. However, in verse 30, wa navereHe imperfect, 

nli7N » Given twice. It is the very word by which God 

désionated Himself in Nis appearsnce to Hoses in the burning 

bushe In Exod. 3,14 He said: TN DUN TZN - The 

imperfect form, TiN » from 17 i] » "to be," denotes a 

continuous state of condition #ithout termination or mta- 

tion. God is eternal ond immutable. So is NHI » who 

is characterized as WT TIN » continuously being” at His 

side, 15NN « We shell discuss this word 1dXN later. 

It is interesting to note that in verse 23 Solomon 

uses three synonyms for eternity. Dr. Fuerbringer explains 

them os follows: 

  

1. Note thet 72171) means being, not becoming. 
"Ich wor," not “ich werd." 
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D319 YY» von Ewigheit hor, weist zurfick in die unab- 
sehbare Ferne der iwigkeit. iY ist ja etymolo~ 
gische das Verborgene, Verhiillte, das man wsren ; 
seiner weiten Entfernumg nicht erkennen kann. « « « 
WN OY» von Anfang her, a principio, wie Geler 
abersetzt, weist dagu in dle Ze es Weltanfangs. 
» +» « Das Yort WN bezeichnet ja zunAchst den Kopf, | 
dann den Anfang. Und you PIP heisst wértlich: ‘ 
"von den Vorderseiten, den Anfangon, der urde her." 
Das konnteénnun die Altesten Zeiten der Erde sein, ; 
die Urzgeits aber es kenn auch die Zeiten bezeichnen, : 
die der Erde vorangehen.s « « » Diese letztere sassung c 
wird durch den Kontext nehegelegt und durch “icha 5,2 
e e e'*welches Ausgang von Anfang und von Bwigkeit her : 
gewesen ist," bestitict, D>IY py pypH. Aber 
selbst wenn man die Worte von den Altesten Zeiten 
der Erde verstehen wollte, so zeigt doch der uach- 
folgende Kontext, dass der 'irsprung der YWeisheit nicht 
mit der Grundleguns der Welt susarmenfalit, sondern 
damals schon die Weisheit existierte, "1 

  

All of these cxpressiona join to give eloquent testi- 

mony to the eternity of TIWY27TT. ‘the eternal generation 

of the Son is taught here. In parallel passages we have the 

sane thought stated, In the well-known versaiigue 2,7, God 

the Father addresses the Son: y At? m)?i7 “JN TAN “33 

Sne Father is eddressing the Son, so two porsons of the God= 

head are involved. The degetting took place in cternitys 

Di°i in this instance means "eternity." With God, a 

thousand years are like a day, and vice versae” fe is not 

governed or infiuenced by time. in the gal, the verb 

means either “bring forth," “bear,” (of a woman) or “begets” 

(of amen). In the hiphil it means only "beget." 

Indeed, we know that God, who is « Spirit, does not 

peget or bring forth children es an earthly father or mother 

doese Wowever, these expressions are aseribed to Hine In 

this Psalm (2,7) we have the word shee » which here 

  

Dpe 325f. 1, Fuerbringer, op. os 
ete 386 

cit 
2. Che FSe 90,4 and 2P
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definitely means "beget," for tne author of the Hpistle to 

the Hebrews quotes it as follows: vias ov Ee o, éyo CHM Ep ey 

VEVE VV Ka cé . Nere, in Hebd. 1,54, yewaw can mean 

only “"Deget," as it does always diowever, is it not inter- 

esting to note that the seme Person, Almighty cod the father, 

also gave birth to His Son? In verses 24 and 25 of Proverbs 8, 

” oon is used. The Son, who is the WY IT » speaks 

of Himself when Ee says Dog 771. ‘his eternal generation 

is so far above and beyond our meager reasoning power that 

Wwe smist not pry into this great mystery which concerns the 

SAimighty God. However, where Scripture spesks we have not 

only the privilege, Sut also the duty to acknowledge and 

teach it. 

since nyo is Dorn, it must be a Person, not a 

mere attribute, or even a personification of the attribute. 

One false view may here be mentioned: " 37/1 indicates in 

this place the energizing of Wisdom, her coneeption in the 

Divine find, and her putting forth in operation. "2 We have 

already statcd_veasons why this position is untenable. 

This avgument is similar to that of Delitzsch given abovee” 

In Prov. 50,4, Agur describes God's great works, and 

‘gayss "What is His name, and.what is Wis Son's name, if thou 

canst teu19"* We take this to refer to God the Father and 

God the Son, ‘he Hevrow text is: yrh~) Waray) joy 7710 

The Authorized Version renders YTD "> by “if thou canst 

tell," It would be better to take the “D> as causal. 

  

le Cie 1 apt 4ei15 te ema Se aa 

2. The Pulp Sommentaxy, Vole 3 De e 

3. See 
Ae The wat tae ethene *Lettdre dre -cur.. QWs he Authorized 

Version does not errs these words. 

 



Although the word may mean "when," and hence "if," the more 

usual meaning is "because," "since," for the causal idea 

seems to be more prominent, Furthermore, the series of 

questions sould warrant our interpreting it in a causal 

sense. Alex R. Gordon, in the Chicago translation of the 

Old Testament, correctly renders it: "For surely you know! "2 

Likewise, the Norwegian translation: "Du ved det jo."* 

In this section, then, it is taken for granted that, if we 

know God's name, which is His ow revelation of Himself, we 

know His Son's name also. Obviously the word son's in the 

Authorized Version ought to be capitalized. 

There are many other Old Testament passages which 

give convincing proof of Christ's divine Sonship, but space 

will not permit us to consider all of them. We have, however, 

presented a number of passages which are parallel to Rrov. 

8,22-31. That Wisdom is the Son of God is surely very force- 

fully brought out by these close parallels also. In the New 

Testament, the Prologue of John's Gospel testifies of the 

Logos as the Eternal God, Creator, Light, Life, Savior, and 

iWediator, who, although He came to save oll manking, was 

rejected by both the majority of the Jews and a large nuniber 

of the Gentiles. In 1 Cor. 1, that marvelously rich chapter, 

Christ is expressly designated Wisdom.” Indeed, Christ is 

the true Wisdom from above. 

  

1. The Old Testament, An Americon Translation. “Sdited 

by Te Me ows ga aeeiier Den Hellige skrift Bibelien er Den He ° 

5° Gio worse D4: “But Follies Stichare called, both . 
Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom 0: 

God.” Also verse 50:"But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who 

of God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sancti- 

fication, and redemption."
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4% G “bIvJ 
After the lengthy sections in which we particularly 

considered the meanings of the two verbs, J/J P and b ll, 
T 

we shall now discuss more briefly the fact that Wisdom was 

set up, established. The verb [OJ in its form "ADDI, 
= of @ 

in verse 25, will be the center of this study. 

Our first task will be to establish the text, since 

there are variant readings. The best~-attested reading is 

the one given in the iesoretic text: “ADOJ, which is the 

1 sing. perf. niphal of OJ. According to Gesenius the 

word means "to make libation," "to cast," "to found;" "to 

anoint." Dre Fuerbringer does not favor the meaning "ahoint." 

He remarks: 

n “IOI,” ich bin eingesetzt," wie in Ps. 2,6 
das Kal. Die Grundbedeutung des Wortes ist hingies- 
sen, vom Opfer oder vom Geist gebraucht; dann syn- 
ekdochisch verallgemeinerts: festsetzen, einsetzen, 
nicht "salben." . « « Abzuweisen ist die Bedeutung 
“ich bin gegossen, gestaltet, egbildet worden,” 
die Zéckler und Kénig annehmen. 

One variant reading has been presented in which the 

consonants remain unchanged. It has been suggested that 

the word be pointed “472 0]. That would be the niphal 

perfect of 20 >» "anoint." However, the niphal of this 

verb does not occur in the entire 01d Testament. Further- 

more, we know that the “fasoretic vowel points are generally 

authentic, since they reproduce ‘the pronunciation of the 

words as they were handed down by oral tradition among the 

Hebrews, who were scrupulously careful in the matter of 

such detailsa: 

  

1. Gesenius, Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon. Whenever 
Gesenius is mentioned in the remainder of this dissertation, 
it is his lexicon to which reference is made, unless other= 

wise ances rinrers -ODe Cites De vaant 

   



Another suggested reading involves the choenge of con- 

sonents in the text. ‘This seems to be a rather arbitroery 

measure adopted by various critics for the seke of reconcil~ 

ing the Hebrew text with a number of versions, including 

the Septuagint, the Syriac Version, Targums, the Vulgate, 

and Aquila, The reading which they adopt is "ATOI » or 

plene written "ATO 1J» the niphsl perfect of “Te? ° 

In the qal this verb means "to place," "set," "founds" "or- 

dain," "appoint3;" "constitute," "establish." This word, it 

is true, would fit well here. Neither is there any doubt 

that, in the niphal,iin which it wotlld be found here , it 

would be very appropriate, for in the niphal it menns "to 

be founded," "settles" "support oneself," "leans" "take 

counsel together." Doubtless, this word is synonymous 

with the Septuagint translation eDepeAtuce #€ and the Vul- 

gate version ordinata sum. Nevertheless, what need is there 

of changing the Masoretic tcxt in order to force it to agree 

with the translations? 

Another suggestion has been offered by Frankenberg. 

He states: 

"M203 vers 23 hat mit JOJ oder 110 nichts gu 
thun, sondern ist niphal von [20 = JoOw °° 
10,11, "durchweben, wirken" und bezeiphnet das 
geheimnisvolle Yerden im Hutterleibe. 

However, there is no indication that this verb is used 

in the niphal in the Old Testament. Neither does the mean- 

ing “be woven," "protected," "covered" fit the context as 

well as the meaning "be established," “set up." 

  

le De We Nowack, Handkommentar zum Alten Testament. 

Die Sprticke, von Le We Frankenberg. De D8



It has been shown thot the verb :/0J » which is in the 
Masoretic text, can mean "establish," "set uy,” although 

Gesenius understands it to mean "anoint" both here and in 

PSe 236. Although the meaning "anoint" would lend itself 

very well to our interpretation, it seems that the evidence, 

particularly that of the earlier versions, favors the mean- 

ing "esteblish," “set up." Aquila reads kate TTADny » and 

Synmachus has TIpoKEXEI pl CHdl. Delitzsch also takes the 

meaning “eingesetzt," and agrees that it is an "Sinsetzung 

in filrstliche Wirde," which is the view of the Jewish inter- 

preters, He rejects the translations "gegossen" or "gestal- 

tet" ond "gesalbt, "2 

On these grounds we hold that the correct interpreta- 

tion is to take the word as it is pointed in the Hasoretic 

text, end translate it "I was established" or "I was set 

up." This took place in eternity. As the Son was begotten 

of the Father in eternity, so also He was established in 

His office as Savior and Redeemer in eternity.” It is not 

required of us to try to comprehend this unfathomable truth, 

but since it is clearly stated in the Scriptures, both here 

and elsewhere, we must believe it. 

Christ's office embraces His entire work for the sal< 

vation of menkind. ‘Whatever we know of Jesus Christ, what- 

ever has been revealed to us, is for our benefit. Through- 

out the Bible our Savior is pictured as One who is interes- 

ted in our welfare. Therefore, in treating of the office of 

Christ, who vas “hIO43 » “eingesetzt," "set up" by His 
  

3e Delitzsch, ov. cite, pve 142ff. 
2. Cf, Rev. 13,2. 
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Father from eternity, we are relating what. our Savior Vins. 

done for our salvation. Yor the sake of convenience and 

clarity our catechism speaks of a three-fold office of 

Christ, that of Prophet, High Priest, and Rinses 

This very TII)2T],» like the Acyos of Jonn 1, is 
Jesus Christ, so it would not be amiss to apply what the 

Bible tells us of the office of Christ to the term 77P2TI . 

the TT] of Prov. 8 was Christ as He was before His 

incarnation, but we do know that the decrees of creation, 

redemption, and predestination are from eternity, as is also 

the establishment of His holy office as Savior of all mankind. 

It would be well at this time to quote Schwen's Catechism 

as we briefly consider the three-fold office of Christ: 

Qe 140. Wherein does the prophetic office of Christ 
consist? : 
In this, that He by word and deed revealed Himself, 
and by the presching of the Gospel still reveals 
Himself, as the Son of God and the Redeemer of the ~~ - 
world. Deut. 18,153 Matt. 17,53 John 1,183 Luke 10,16. 

Qe 141. Wherein does the priestly office of Christ 
consist? : 
In this, that He in our stead perfectly fulfilled 
the Law, and sacrificed Himself for us, and still 
intercedss for us with His heevenly Father. 
Heb. 7,26f3 Gale 4,4f3 1 Pet. 2,243 1 John 2,1f. 

Qe 142. Wherein does the kingly office of Christ 
consist? 
In this, that He mightily rules over all creatures, 
and especially governs and protects His Church, and 
finally leads it to glory. Matt. 28,183 John 18,37$ 

Matt. 21,5; 2 Time 4,18. 

Under the last question we distinguish between the king- 

doms of power, grace, and glory, the first applying to sll 

creatures, the second to all believers, and the third to the 

  

1. He C. Schwan, Short =xposition. of_ Dre Martin Luther 's 

Small. Catechism. ‘The interleaf “dition of 1912. Bde oft.



believers glorified in heaven, as well as to the angels. 

Jesus Christ, the true Wisdom, is "worthy to receive 

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and nonor, and 

glory, and blessing. 4s true God He receives that from 

His Father, whose equal He is, for they are One Being, or 

Gssence. In that grand Messianic Psalm, Ps, 110, we are 

told, verse 1: "The Lord said unto my Lord (°* JIND 17” ON )s 

sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enenied ety 5 

footstool." Jesus clearly applies this to Himself in the 

Gospel accounts.” In Acts 2,34f., Luke applies it to Christ. 

Petor is the speaker. This statement is also applied to Him 

in that remarkable Christological section of Hebrews,;in the 

first chepter, verse 13. 

In the fourth verse of the same Psalm, Ps. 110, David 

speaks concerning Christs "The Lord heth sworn, end will not 

repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of ifel- 

chizedek." ‘This verse is very thoroughly expounded by the 

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews in shapters 5-7, where 

he frequently quotes it and applies it to Christ. 

That our Savior is worthy of the highest honor and 

glory is stated, emong other places, in John 5,25 and in 

Heb. 31,6. ‘The latter passage has a definite bearing on our 

text, ProVe 8,22-31, so it would be in place to make a few 

remarks concerning it. For grammatical reasons we shall 

quote the original Greek: oOray $f THAW sionyayy rev TpursroKey 

“els thy otxouptevny, Aépst Kal npocnuvycdrwoav avra Navres ayyedot Deov. 

‘The naAIV ean hardly be considered as merely 

Le Reve 5,12. 

2. Natt. 22, 41-463 Mark 12,55-373 Luke 20, 41-44. 
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introducing a new quotation, as is the case in the preceding 

verse. Its position makes it necessary for us to construe 

it with eloa Y@vn » the aorist subjmetive referring to a 

future time. Here the word new7oToKoy is used absolutely, 

and is equivalent to povoyevns « In other dwsudes Ce ae 

Rome 8,29 and Rev. 1,5, it is not used absolutely, for there 

the believers are included alsc, although Jesus is the "First- 

born." However, here He is the First-porn, the only of His 

kind. ‘The introduction spoken of cannot be the incarnation, 

nor is it likely that it is the resurrection, nor an imagined 

introduction of the Son at some past period! - Rather it 

refers to Christ's last advent, when He will appear in glory. 

“hen everyone, including the angels, will worship Him. The 

‘quotation is from tie Septuagint version of Deute 32,436 

Tt is not found, ia ‘end YSbely Bont of the Old Testament. AUT Op 

Also this last advent ond judguent has been estanridtea’ 77. 

in eternity. ‘Throughout all eternity, therefore, the Father 

has established, end we may say, is establishing? the Sony 

who is the true Wisdom indeed. 

De lox 

Up to this point we have show that MDI » the Son 

of God, has been begotten (“JJ Pp)» born (h>>in)» and estab- 

lished (°h 30J) by God the Father. Let us now point out 

the fact that, althouch there is one God, these two, the 

Feather and the Son, are two different personse Our text 

  

1. See The Expocitor's Greek Testament, Vol. IV, Pe 254. 

2. Not as though the establishing were incomplete, but 
because of the eternity of God, with whom there is neh the ¥en 

beginning nor end. ‘This transcends our powers of comprehension.



clearly indicates that, In this instance our key word is 

found in verse 50: 13XN + We are told: jinn DAN iN] « 

We have already commented on the word Iz IN 9 Wanich desig- 

nates a Non GS EU niernaveats changeless condition or 

state of being. ‘Ye shall later give special attention to 

the word JIN e The tema which interssts us at this time 

is, therefore, JOAN e 

The noun JAN means "side." ‘tyvhen used as a prepo- 

sition it means "at the side," "near," juxta. The Septua- 

gint properly translates the word PUAN by nap? avrw e 

The word DAN clearly proves that NHI isa 

distinct personality, and not an attribute of God. If it 

were 9 mere attribute, we would say that it was "in" God. 

The preposition 2 would most likely then be used to ex- 

press the relation. However, in this case we have IOMN 9 

and not 121. To be sure, this is not the only proof, sige 

is it even the first proof of the fact that the ADDI 

of our text is a Person. In the first verse, verse 22, we 

have sdequate proof of that fact. How, for example, could 

nin speek of Himself as being generated or born if He 

were a mere attribute? Not even in a metaphorical sense 

would that be plausiblee No, we maintain that here, as in 

numerous other places in Holy Seripture, we have an instance 

of the distinction between the Father and the Son. 

Let us examine a few other passages which clearly teach 

this Personal distinction. Again Psalm 110 comes to our 

mind. In the first verse we read: "JIN? mit" ON J 

Sy baa? OTD PIN HmuNeTY -y°3 sul
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The distinction is here brought out in severel weyse 

First of all, Wit? is distinguished from “JTN, my Lord, 

namely Jesus. Secondly, God the Father is addvéesing God 

the Son, telling Him to sit at "my richt hand." Thirdly, 

the Father promises the Son that "I will make Thine enemies 

Thy footstool." 

There is also the well-known passage, Matt. 3,17: "This 

is my beloved Son in whom I 2m well pnleesed." Here the Father 

end the Son are distinguished. In fact, they are also dis- 

tinguished from the Holy Ghost, who, as verse 16 relates, 

assumed the visible form ot a dove. The three Persons are 

also clearly distinguished in the various apostolic bene- 

dictions. 

We have another clear instence of the Personel distinc. 

sion in Ps. 45,6f, where the Holy Ghost through David is 

addressing the Messiah: "Thy throne, O God, is for ever and 

ever: the sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Thou 

lovest rishteousness and hatest wickedness: therefore God, 

uy God (rather: 0 God, thy God), hath anointed thee with 

the oil of gladness above thy fellows." The words pT nt 

T WON are vest rendered "0 God, Thy God," since the 

Spirit is addressing the Son, and we would expect the voca- 

tive, which is employed in the preceding verse. It would, 

furthermore, be a rather clumsy and unusuel construction to 

soy: "God, Thy God." If it were meant for repetition, the 

Gen ints 
CESSH*Vaenties! form would rather be used. Cf. Ps. 22,2 (thus in 

: 

‘ 

the Hebrew text) and note that the same form is repeated: 

“ON “ON. Cf. also Prov. 30,1, which is probably to be



pointed thuss 7 Mw? ON "pnd » This passages, Ps. 45,6f 
(vv. 7£ in the Hebrew text) is specifically applied to Ghrist 

in Heb. 1,8f, The word O “ON is rendered by 6 Peds in 

both verses. That 6 9€05 can be vocative, and often is used 

instead of Bed » is seen, for exarmle, in Hark 15,34, where 

‘on “ON is rendered sy 6 Be 0s pw, 0 Gros pov. Gonsenuently, 

in this pessege also the distinction between the Persons in 

the Godhead is tausht. 

Let us consider one more passage with regard to the 

significance of }> An e It is perhaps the closest prrallel 

we have to the expression ban « it is found in the 

section of John 1, which we kaow to be the New Testament 

counterpart of the DN) discussion in Prov. 8. 

John opens his marvelous gospel with the words: "Ev apX7 
fy 6 Adres, nat 6 Aoyos hy npis rov Seok, Kai Gees fy 6 Ayes. 

The expression TIP 0S Tor Peay reveals the ssme thought as 

1DNN. 
Meyer ecknowledges these two passages to be parallel.+ 

Dods remarks concerning 7 fos rov Peov: 4 

TV ds implies not merely existence alongside cf but 
personal intercourse, It means more than A472 of 
Tt x fot » and is regulerly employed in expressing the 
presence of one person with anothers . - « This 

_ preposition inpiige intercourse and therefore sepa- 
rate personality. 

Another commentator esserts: 

"Fith" is the expression used to denote not only the 
general relationship, but more particularly the 
personal and the inward fellowship in His devction 
and association with the Father. He was with God 
as a seperate entity, apart from Him as to person 

  

le Meyer, Ope Cites Vol. IIIT, de 48. 

2. The Expositor's Greek Testament, Vole Ts ve Gh4e 
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as I am from you, and yet in the innermost unity of 
being. ‘he evangelist docs not atate that the Logos 
was in God, just as we speak of a word or an oxprese 
sion existing in us. He was not an attribute renos- 
ing in God nor yet any force emenating from Him. 
Sreng writes: “Sven as the stream is never separated 
from its source, nor the light from the sun, so is 
the Son of God never separated from the Bather, 

This intimate union with the Father is possible only 

because the Son is true God, One with the Father,” Although 

they are different Persons, they are of the same Essence, 

br. Sranz Pieper correctiy states: 

Wenn die Schrift Christum Os (Joh. 1,1) und 
o uids Tov Brod (att. 16,16) nennt, so gebaucht 
sie diese Ausdricke nicht im ueigentlichen Sinne, 
wie euch Kreaturen wegen géttlicher Functionen 
Gott genannt werden (Joh. 10,35), sondern im eisgent- 
lichen, das heisst, im wesentlichen oder metaphys- 
iscnen Sinne des YWortes. Dies cent unwidersprech- 
lich daraus hervor, dass die Schrift dem Sohne im 
Verhiltnis zum Vater dasselbe géttliioche Yesen und 
Aieselben géttlichen Wirkungen der Zahl nach 
(eandem numero essentiam et easdem numero operetio- 
nés ad extra) und therhaupt die ganze Reihe der 
géttlichen Attribute zuschreibt. 

e ET 

On this eccomt ny DN » who is the Aoyos xoupros, 

Jesus Christ, can truly say: INN MITTIN 3 . 4s is the 

case in John 1, so also hers it is not merely an attribute, 

but the Son of God Himself who speaks. ‘We repeat: ioMN 

cannot mean in. With reference to verses 29b and 30a, 

Dr. Theo. Lactsch aptly remerks: 

Note here that He does not merely sey, "in" Him, 

in His heart and mind, as a person has wisdom within 

himself, as an eitribute or quality. Ne, the Nebrew 

vord translated "by" means "at the side of." Never 
does it mean “witnhin;" always, next to one's side, 
as an object or person seperate or disfinet from the 
object or person at whose side one is. 

  

Johannes Ylf#isaker, The Gospels, de 42 
; Prang Pieper, Christiiche Dormatik, Vol. II, pe 62. 

& John 10,30. 
4, Theo. Laetsch, Divine Wisdom From e Book of Pro-= 

verbs. 
of the 

4n essay in the Proceedings of the 20th Convention 
Southern Yisconsin District of the Mo. Symod. De 27e
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How there onn be one God and yet three distinct Persons 

in the Godhead is fer shove and beyond our meager human com 

prehension. We mst confess with ava: "Great is the mystery 

of godliness: God vas menifest in the flesh,"2 and declare 

with Pauls "0 the depth of the riches both of the wisdom 

and tho Inowledze of doar? 

E. TiON 
o é 

We ghall now make the word Jip the basis for our 

study. In verse 30 ay PI relates: JION DAN TN}. 

Due to the translations of a number of the early versions, 

there are three variant readings for the word JIDN ° 

They sme: Jen > ] 2x 5» and JTON . MNowever, the 

Masoretie reading is most reliable of all; therefore we 

shall abide by it. 

The word JION has been variously translated and inter- 

preted, The Septuagint understends it to be an infinitive 

absolute or the like; deriving it from JON end translating: 

a ff ofojca, Tikewise Firrelmeyer: "ordnend,"5 similarly, 

the Vulgate has cuncts conmmonens. This interpretation is 

similsr to the one which we hold. However, we do not take 

4t as an infinitive ebsolute, which is usually employed in 

any of four instances: 

1. When it is governed by a transitive verb, and 
stands in fact as an accusativee 
2. When it is in the accusative and used adverbially. 
3, When it stands in immediate connection with the 

corresponding finite verb (either before or after, 
end derived from the seme verb). 
  

Le 1 Tim, 3516. 
2. Rom. 11,336 

3. Xtirrelmeyer, Die Erste Deutsche Bibel.
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4. When it stands in place of the finite verb. 
Since the word Jinn is preceded by the words Tr TIN] 

i DUN ( 1” ny is not = transitive verb), since inn is 

not in the amendatiee case, since it is not used in a coge 

nete construction, nor used in place of a finite verb, we 

mast reject the theory that JI ON is an infinitive abso- 

lute, although in form it appears to be one. 

Another intervretation offers the translation nwa n 

and the Authorized Version has “one brought un with Him," 

the last two words in italics. The proponents of this 

theory exssume that JiON is a passive form of the verb 

JON » However, then it would be pointed 2 IN instead. 

They appeal to John 1,18¢ 6 wy ets Tov KbAnoy eee TNATLOS . 

we cnnnot agree with them, for even if it were pointed Jinn 

the context prohibits us from translating it alurmmus, “ward.” 

Throughout the preceding context the activity of mandi in 

the creation of the world is stressed. 

Another view is thatof Ehrlich, who remerks: "Das Nomen 

scheint "vertrauter Freund" oder “*hest4ndiger Gast® su be- 

deuten."5 This interpretation is entirely too weak. It does 

not express the real nature of Christ's work in the creation 

as our interpretation does. 

Our view is that Jinn is a noun related to the verb 

]QN » "be firm." an JIN » therefore, is one who is firm, 

sure, skilled in his art. With Luther, Delitzsch, and several 

others we agree that it is best rendered by "werkmeister, " 

  

he Davies and ifitchell, sogenl se | Hebrew Grarmer, PPs S21ff. 
e Alexander R. Gordon in The Old Testament, An American 

Translation. 
3e As Be Ehrlich, Randglossen Zur Hebrdishhen Bibel, pe42- 

 



"Master Vorkman," opifexe In the Wisdom of Solomon, 7,21, 

we rend: n yap ndvrwy TEXviTis ES(Sake pe voPla. 

Delitgsch correctly remsrkss : 

Der Yerkmeister heisst JiOX + « e wol nicht als 
der den man etwas betraut, auf den man sich in siner 
Arbeit verlAasst oder verlassen kann . . e; sondern 
von [DW , fest sein, als dex in seiner Kunst fest 
ist, wie vielleicht auch die rechte Hand den Namen 

]° 3 ‘als der Artifex unter den Gliedern hat? 

‘nother point in favor of cur interpretation ls the fact 

that the form is in the mesculine gender. Thet throws over- 

board the argument of the critics who make so mueh of the 

feminine form INDI] . Some of the critics reply that 

there is no teminine form of the word jipx » Or that the 

position of the HMaster-iJorkman warrants the use of a mascu- 

line form even if the feminine gender is meant. Let us heer 

what Dr. Puerbringer says on this point: 

Zu ‘beachten ist noen, dass das Yort ein iiaskulinum 
ist, was gerade zu der kirklichen Urkldrimg passt, dass 
dte Weiskoitwder Sohn Gottes ist. Wenn men dagegen 
Cinvendet, dass es even keine Femininform gebe (Strack) 
oder dass das Handwerk Minnersache int, nicht Nrauen- 
sache (Helitzsch), so ist zu sagen, dass eine Feminin- 
form amona sich sehr leicht hatte bilden lassen. 

Merefcers we translate JiON "yerkmeister," or "Ktnst- 

Ler," not "Kinstlerin. nd KOnig takes the word to mean 

"Xiatlerin," and offers the following explanation: " yipN 

wurde Prove 3,530 die Chokhma genannt, weil der Sprachre- 

Drauch kein Wort fir *Kinstlerint ausgepragt hette. n4 

However, that argument has slready been answered in the 

previous paragraphs 

  

Le Delitzsch, OPe Gites De 147. 

2. Fuerbringer, one Cite, De 405. 
3e It is transleted "Ktinstlerin" in the German Peral- 

el-3ibel. 

4 Konig, Ope Gite, paragraph 246c¢, De 154. 
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Delitzsch's peculiar view concerning the MST s 

namely that it was a more or less subjective thing in the 

taind of God, something "nicht Gott aber Gottes," a type of 

5 n/t oupy ds » appears also in his long exegesis on this ees 

Ye shall quote a few sentences from him; 

Diese Selbstbezeichnung dieser Welsheit tritt hier 
wolvermittelt auf, denn nachdem sie gesagt hat, dass 
sie aus Gott geboren worden ist, ehe die Welt ward, 
und dass sie zugegen war, als diese wurde: beantwor- 
tet nun dieses /{7NN die Frage, worauf Gott sein 
Absehen hatte, als er der Weisheit ihn sonderliches 
Dasein gab, und in’ welcher Eigenschaft sie der Welt. 
schépfung assistiertes sie war es, welche die in 
Gottes Schépferwillen urstdéndenden und durch sein 
Schdpfergeheiss in Bewegung gesetzten Schépfungs- 
gedanken aus ihrer idealen Wirklichkeit in reale 
umsetzte und gleichsam die Entwiirfe der: einzelnen 
Creaturen Kiinstlerisch ausfthrtes; sie war die it~ 
telursache, war die demiurgische Macht, deren sich 
die géttliche Sehépferthatigkeit bediente, wie 
3,19 gesagt wirjls Jahve hat 7JnDMm2 adie Erde 
@egrundet, uswe 

We cennot agree with Delitzsch that 72/7 is a force 

so subjective and idealistic as that. There is no warrant 

for his position that MIN was ea force created by Jehovah 

in order that she might assist Him in the creation. f&gain 

Delitzsch begins to speculate when he pictures Wisdom as 

_something idealistic "whereby the creative thoughts origi- 

nating in God's creative will and set into motion by His 

creative command were transformed from’this ideal reality 

into actual reality." There is no Word of God to prove 

his point. In the final analysis, he refuses to associate 

MDM» the JINN, dtrectiy with the Adyos acupros. 

On the other hand, we have already seen, and shall see 

further, that the only suitable interpretation is the one 

  

1. Delitzsch, Ope Cites De 147.
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held by the ancient church, and which we hold, that it is 

the Personal Wisdom which speaks to us in this section of 

Proverbs 8, and probably also in the context. 

Throughout these ten verses, 22-31, mQOH speaks 

of His part in the work of creation. mp? stresses 

the fact that He was in existence before any of the acts of 

creation took place, even those of the earliest deys. He was 

there, not as a passive being with no influence whatsoever, 

but as an active agent in the creation, as one who contri- 

buted both toward the designing and toward the execution 

of the plans into the great miracle which we know as creation. 

Wwe know from Scripture that God, and God alone, created 

the world. However, here and in John 1, as well as in other 

places, MND] an) ACYOS » and other terms are used to 

designate one who Created. What stronger proof could we 

desire for the deity of the 77ND 27] and the A oyos , who 

is Christ? It is true that usually creation is ascribed to 

the Father, as it is in 1 Cor. 8,6 and, as everyone knows, 

in the First Article of the Creed. However, it is an opus 

ad extra. In the words of Dr. John Theodore Wueller this 

fact is brought outs 

eoiene Goda on but St, ascribed ee ne yack 
(1 Cor. 8,6), to the Son (Heb. 1,10; John 1,33 

Cole 1,16), and to the Holy Ghost (Gen. 1,23 Ps. 

33,6). Yet, though the three persons of the Trinity 

concurred in this work, the creative power, or 

omnipotence, foe the aa nee OF ee aia). 

tence, is numerically one (una numero | ® 

50 that we must not speak of three Cr ecators, put 

of only one, John 5,17. “Creation is an action _ 

of the one God. . - - It is likewise an action of 

God alone, which neither ought to be, nor can be, 

ascribed to any creature." Chemnitz. )2 

  

1. John Theodore Mueller, Christian Dogmaticss De 187.
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In this detailed account of His activity in the creation 

of the heavens, the land, and the water, mya impresses 

unon us His pre-existence. le uses several expressions to 

indicate His eternity. We have already enumerated and ex- 

plained a number of them. According to the Authorized Ver-_ i 

sion, verse 25 reads: "Before the mountains were settled, 

before the hills was I brought forth." It translates both 

D702 and ~J 59 with the word "before." However, the 

first expression is temporal, and the second locale 

Dr. Fuerbringer exolains the word QR? 1) as follows: 

a 2%) --abgeschnittensein vom Vorhandenseins 
als Adverbium bedeutet es "nochs"” "noch nicht," 
ain Konjunktion "bevor," "ehe,” und so steht es 
hier mit ) , wie oft, verbunden.2 

Another strona negative expression employed by the 

suthor to designate eternity is N'>-7y>s literally "toward 

not," which can be rendered "when not yet." 

Solomon truly goes into detail. He uses a rich sup- 

ply of synonyms. In speaking of the clouds and heavens he 

employs the terms 0” Pru » "clouds," (although Symmachus, 

the Vulgate, and Delitzsch teke it to be "ether") and 

ise A) wr » "heavens." He uses numerous words, differing 

in details but all generally synonymous, when he describes 

the land. First of all there is the general term fF 2N ‘ 

"land," "earthe" He uses the word DININ to describe 

the winhabited land, which lies "outside" of the inhebited 

land, The Septuagint has ROIKY TOUS « Besides, there is 

the word D1 >) » "aust," which in the plural can also 

mean “masses of quate" or "clods." For the ihhabited land 

  

le Fuerbringer, Ope Cites De 3276
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and is frequently translated "world." He also refers’ to the © : 

YN *Toin» the "foundations of the earth." He mentions | 

specifically the PD” Dil, "mountains," "high hilis* and - 

the hiyaa » "hills." ‘There are also several words ‘naet 

for the waters. The 1) nih are the surging, witemed _ 

waters, the depths of the original flood waters, or, in the 

words of Dr. Fuerbringer, "die brausenden, ungebaédigten 

Wasser, die Tiefen der Urflut.™ other expressions for 

the general term "water" are: hijry Y » *fountains," 

related to the word jis $ D7) » the-usual word for 

“water;" and 11>, meaning "sea." In all this API 

wes active and instrumental. 

This, of course, immediately reminds us of Genesis 1. 

It is a commentary particularly upon the work of God en 

the second asa third days of creation. Identical terms 

appear: DOU, VIN» HiAs UD.» ete. NNIT is 

described as pion » "Master Workman," and hence not merely 

an instrument of the Creator, but Creator Himself. 

There are parallels also in Job, particularly in chap- 

ters 26, 28, and 58 However, it is rather doubtful that 

the 1D] in those chapters is the Personal Wisdom. 

Wevertheless, we do know that the Son of God participates 

in the opera ad extra, such as creation, and, that to Him 

also, as true God from eternity, those marvelous miracles 

in nature can be attributed, The very similabity between 

those chapters and our chapter, Prov. 5» strengthens our 

position that Solomon was the author of that poetical 

  

1. Ibid.        
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masterpiece, the Book of Jobs Pye) dome, 

There are two expressions in the Bible which are fab darhe 

closely parallel to the designation aQon e These are 

the i71iJ* oN 2D of the Old Testament and the Aoyos of 

the New Testament. We shall not attermt to make an exhaus~- 

tive study of these terms. That would be imossible in 

this paper, for each expression would require a thesis 

itself if it were to be exhausted. However, we shall refer 

to a few passages in which those terms occur, and link these 

passages withtthe verses of our chapter, which treats of 

the i071 « 

The nig: qN2D is not an ordinary angel, not even 

Michael or Gavriel. we hold that it is none other than 

the Angel of the Lord war’ é oXny » Which is Christ, the 

Great Messenger. 

The first passage in whioh the term is employed is 

Gen. 16,7ff, which treats of Hagar's flight. That the 

Angel of the Lord is not a mere angel ‘we know from the 

fact that in verse 13 we are told: “And she called the 

name of the Lord that spake unto her, Thou God seest me." 

In Gen. 22 also the Angel of the Lord is spoken ofe 

He it was who kept Abraham from sacrificing his only son 

to God, verse 11. In verse 15 and following we have a 

repetition of the “essianic promise spoken in chapter 12. 

In chapter 12 the speaker is the Lord, 1]]i/” » whereas 

here He is designated Wit yNdn e Surely that iden- 

tifies them, for vothcare true God.” Furthermore, the 
  

1. There are several commentators who hold the view 

that whenever the name j/)1/°2 is used it refers in partic. 
ular to the Second Persone They link it with Kdpios in 

the New Testament. 

ee
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ny Non of verse 15 and the i771” of verse 16 are 

closely related: "And the Angel of the iord called unto 

\braham out of heaven the second time, and said, By myself 

heave I sworn, sealth the Lord, for because thou hast done 

this thing, ctc." 

Another passage in which the term is used is of spec- 

lal interest to us. It is the narvative of ‘ioses and the 

burning bushe We are informed in verse two: "And the Angel 

of the Lord aeppcared unto him in a flame of fire out of 

the midst of a bush." Verse four reads: "And when the Lord 

saw thet he turned aside to see, God called unio him." 

Verse six-tells us: "Moreover he said, I am the God of 

Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob. And Moses 

hid his face; for he was affaid to look upon God." Does 

not tnis passage clearly identify the Angel of the Lord 

with God Jehovah Himself? 

The Angel of the Lord is directly identified with 

Jehovah also in Judg. 6,11ff, in which He is speaking to 

Gideon. Tne two terms are used synonymously and inter- 

changeably. 

There are several other references £fo the Angel of 

the Lord, but we shall let this suffice. From these pas- 

sages we learn that theséffice of the TH7 iT * FNP is 

to reveal the will of God to mankind. 

Although we have mentioned the / byes already in 

this paper, there ere a few things which remain to be 

said concerning the word. It is derived from Aéyu 

“to collect." Thayer explains its meaning as follows: 
Jf 

Aoyos » prop. a collecting, collection (see Az yu ) 

Fh a
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~--and that, as well of those thims which are put 
together in thought, as of those which, having been 
thought i. e., gathered together in the mind, are 
expressed in words. Accordingly, a twofold use of 
the term is to be distinguished: one which relates 
to speaking, and one which relztes to thinking. 

Acyos, therefore, is to be distinguished from fy“a 
or Enos in that the latter may mean merely a word or 

vocable without implying that there is any reflection or 

cogitation on the part of one who uses the word, whereas 

Aoyos means a word spoken with meaning, conveying a 

definite idea. 

Usually the word Acby OS means "word," "saying, " 

"discourse," "doctrine," or "reason," "account," etc. 

However, John sometimes uses it in a special sense, as 

in Jonn 1,1.143 1 Johm 1,13 Reve 19,15. In these passages 

it is described as a Person, and attributes of God are 

ascribed to it. Wot only is the /loyof divine, eternal, 
and almighty, but also the source of all life, physical 

{since He is Creator), spiritual, and eternal. His incar- 

netion, rejection by the masses, and acceptance by belie- 

vers is also stated. His message is not the Law, but 

the Gospel. 

Someone may ask: How can all three, /)?//7 IN20 » 

NYOT » and o A dy os refer to Christ, as we maintain 

they do? We must remember that Christ is Wisdom, that 

in Him “are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, n@ 

Only from and through Him can any true wisdom proceed. 

The greatest wisdom which we can show is to accept Jesus 

  

le Thayer, Ope Cites De 380. 
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es our Redeemer, The height of folly is to reject our 

Savior. The most horrible fate a person can meet is to die 

in his sins, for that means eternal dammation. How true 

are His words to the unbelieving Jews: "If ye believe not 

that I am he, ye shall die in your sing. 

Jesus reveals to us the way of salvation which God 

has prevared for us. te is the Angel of the Lord, annoim- 

cing to mankind this way of salvation. Fe is the vord of 

God, which is found in Holy Seripture. Since this Scripture, 

or “ord, is true wisdom, so s1s0 the A& yOS who announces 

it and is the Mediator of our covenant is true Wisdom, 

napa » All three exsressions undoubtedly refer to our 

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 

In this section, which we have based on the word jiON we 

we have shown that mDYDT » the Son of God, was active in 

the creation of all things, and is also now active in the 

preservation of the world, and, in particular, in the sal- 

vation of Wis owm believers. The Son alone is able to re- 

veal the Father to us. 

Fe Dyawyui 
Tmder the general heading: RSASONS WHY THE TSRt WISDOM, 

  

PARTICULARLY IT PROVERBS 2,22-31, RUFERS TO THS SON OF GOD, 

we have shown that Wisdom was eternally generated from the 

Father, He was established in His officé, He was beside the 

Father as a distinct individual, and, as Master Workman, 

He hed an active part in the creation. Let us now proceed 

  

1. John 8,24. 

2, It is significant that nearly always the mT ? NOD 
is a essenger of grace, hope, and promise, not of justice 
and punishment.



    

  

to the last part of this first section, which is the longer 

one of the two. oar ; <3. 

The word which chiefly concerns us here is the term - 

DYY?7WY Us» “delight." It occurs plene written in verse 30. 

It asdunies a defective form with the first person singular 

euffix, ‘Wy ui, in verse 31. We shall quote these two 

verses: verde S0b: “And I was daily his delight, rejoicing 

always before hims" Verse 313 "Rejoioing in the habitable 

pert of his earths and my delights were with the sons of 

men." We quoted the Authorized Version. 

According to Gesenius, the word oyawy W, which is 

a plural, is derived from the verb YY uf Its etymolo= 

gical meaning is "to stroke," “overspread," "smear." ‘Then, 

used of the eye, "to be smeared over," “to be blinded," as 

in Is. 29,9. In the hiphil it occurs in that well-known 

passage in which God: commands Isaiah to reveal His judg- 

ment of obduracy to the unbelieving Jews, Is. 6,10. There 

4% means "to blind." In the pilpel it takes the meaning 

"to delight," "delight oneself." The pulpal, of course, 

is passive, meaning “be caressed." The hithpalpel means 

"delight oneself." Consequently ay ? ui y uy means "delight, * 

"pleasure." 

Let us examine two other passages in which the word 

occurss Ps. 119,24 and Jer. 31,20. In Pse 119,24 the 

Psalmist joyfully confesses: "Thy testimonies also are ny 

delight ( ~) WY uj ) and my counsellors." The entire 

Psalm, the Sunk oat in the Psalter, speaks of the great joy. 

which a believer derives from meditation on the Word of God. 
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Surely, then, this word mist not be restricted to its 

etymological meaning, that of carnal delight and Joy, but 

it has a moh deeper spiritual’ significance, as this pane 

sage, Pé, 119,24, clearly indicates. ! 

Jer. 31,20 reads: "Is Ephraim my dear son? is hea 

pleasant child? for since I spake against him, I do earnestly ‘ 

remember him stills therefore my bowels are troubled for 

hims I will surely have mercy upon him, saith the Lord," . 

The word "dear" is ?”P",», which is derived from 7? D”s 

literally "be heavy," and then, “be precious," “be dear," 

The word "pleasant" is our word O*Y1uy wi, Here, too, 

we must not limit the meaning of the word to the root idea 

oi carnal delight, nut, since the context speaks of cone 

version, we regard kphraim to be a "dear" and "precicus" 

as well as "pleasant" child because the souls of the tribe 

ere immortal, hence it is the true delight of God that they 

be saved, for Jehovah is also a God of meroy and ante 

The plural form D*y}Wy Ul, following the singular 

verb AN I » has caused several to alter the text, 

They want it to read )*Y?U/ YU, The Septuagint, following 

this procedure, translates it <u yn % nporeéXarpey, The 

Syriec version also has a similar translation, 

There have been two chief theories concerning the 

interpretation of this word n° Y7Wy ws 3 , ) | 

1, That God took pleasure in the ‘isdom which 
displayed this workmanship, saw that it was very 
good (Gen. 154 ete.), looked with delight on the 
beloved Son in whom he was well pleased (iatt. 3,17). | 
2. That Visdom herself rejoiced in her power and 

:| 

her work, rejoiced in giving effect to the Creator's 
idea, and so "founding the earth, "+ e as et 
  

le The Pulpit Commentary, Vol, XX, p. 167.
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For sevéral reasons we prefer the second theory. 

Faussett remarks: 

The image is from children, which, when playing in 
the sight of their nurses, are their delight. The 
truth meant is, "I was by Him as the closest and 
the supreme object of the Father's delight. "2 

He offers Matt. 3,17 and Col. 1,15 (in the margin the Author- 

4zed Version has "the Son of his love.) as parallel passa- 

ges. As we shall presently see, these are not parallels. 

There is no worrant for changing 1’) WSU to “VI yw, 
. = Tr == 

as Frankenberg, Ehrlich, Faussett, and the Authorised Vere 

sion do.” It is true that NDI » the Son of God, was 

and is the delight of His Father. However, that is not 

whet the text seys. It brings out the joy which TMI 

exoerienced in both the process and the result of His 

create activity. 

Furthermore, the plural form of the noun need not 

disturb us, for the plural can be used to denote a cone 

tinuous or constantly-recurring state of condition. ‘Such 

4s the delight of mon - We agree with Delitzsch's 

statement: 

Sodann hiite man sich, O° Y7Wyui mit LXXx Syr. im 
Sinne von 7?*9)W/¥uf gu fassen . . « denn nicht 
was die Weisheit far Jahve, ‘sondern was sie in 
sich selbst ward, wird hier gesagt. « « » Der Aus= 

druck will nach Ps. 109,4 (vgl. Gene 12,2) beur-_ 
teilt sein, wo Hitsig fightig tibersetzt, "ich bin 

ganz Gebet." . . « Es ist das ErgStsen gemeint, 
welches ihr diese mittlerische Betheiligung an. 

Gottes schépferwerk ¢ te, die Preude em Schafe 

fen, in der sie Aufging.%.. 

That in verse 30 the word U*YW/Yu means Wisdom's ow 

delight is, moreover, proved from verse Si, where He speaks 

le Jamieson, Faupett, . on eich 
ola sud Hex rastanentee Yo. TIT, Jope veka, Pe tebe — 
  

zed Version supplies . 
3. Delitasch, Ope Gites De 143, 
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of "my delights." Aadondlaie to a rule of Inberpratindbony 

@ word, when used repeatedly in a context, retains nde 

same meaning, unleags, of course, there is a clear indica~ 

tion thet in one or more cases « dizferent meaning musthbe 

adopted.” atl " 7 

Wisdom delighted in the process of Stent hoes "That 

immense work (of creation) was play for Him. verily, He 4 

speke, and it was done. Ne commanded, and it stood fast. "2 

"Es soll hier und ve 31 besagen, dess die ganze Tatigkeit 

der Weisheit leicht und milhhelos war, keine Anstrengung 

kostete, sondern lauter Vergntgung war. "> 

Not only did mMY)DT rejoice in the process or act 

of creation, but He also rejoiced in the result or finished 

product of Wis creative activity. This, according to verse 

31, consists of the world and mankind. 

He wno ereated the world and everything that is in it 

said that it was very good. That declaration is repeatedly 

stated in the creation account. How great was the joy of ‘ 

the triune God when He beheld this marvelous result of His 

creation as it was thon, before it became afflicted through 

the rayeges of sini It was a4 satisfaction which was justi- 

fiable indeed. 

Now if Fe was so well pleased with the world and the 

plants and animals in it, how much greeter must have been 

his delight in mankind, in the sons of menj The expression 

"gons of men" obviously does not apply to our first parents, 

although He had delight in them too, as we know. In facet, 

le oexne aaa thsaiogicel Hermeneutics 26f. 2, Laetsch, op gibes Pe Seen 
Se yuoririager, Bis Persinliche Yeisheit Sobtes. De 406. 
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the triune God took special counsel and gave our first oe 

parents a blessing (Gen. 1,26~28), for it was for their 

sake that the world had been created, The expression 
“sons of men" refers to all of Adam's and Eve's descendants, 

Now, all men after Adam and Eve, excepting Christ, have 

been born in sin. At the time of creation, Jesus foresaw 

that we would be born in due time, and His delight wan 

with us. . 

BY vi 

on 

According to Dre Fuerbringer, "Die ganze Aussage geht 

nach dem Zusammenheng auf die Zeit der Schépfung, nicht 

schon auf die spatere zeit, However, it is correct to 

state that at that time He was already concerned about our 

eternal welfare, for Christ, is omniscient, and He is 

not restricted by time or space. 

We may, therefore, assert that NHI» true God, 

who decreed to create us, to redeem us, and to predesti- 

nate us to eternal life, has already created us and also 

redeemed us with His holy, precious blood on Calvary's 

hill. Through the Holy Spirit He has brought us to faith 

and is preserving us in this our faith unto selvatione* 

Truly tre Personal Wisdom, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, 

is the Wisdom who speaks in Proverbs Light. 
  

le Ibid | 

2. 3 Thess. 2,13. 
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II, THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE TERM WISDON 

AS ASCRIBED TO CHRIST —— 

  

   
In the first and longer section of this treatise we 

have shown why we identify the Wisdom in Proverbs Eight 

with the Son of God. We shall now consider the appropri- 

ateness of the term Wisdom as ascribed to Christ. This 

will entail, first of all, a cereful word study of the 

term NOT and other synonyms used in chapter eight of 

the 300k of Proverbs. In this study it will be necessary 

to consult the immediate as well as the more remote context 

of Prov. 822-31. Furthermore, we shell give due attention 

to the usage of New Testament terms such as 70 O/x with 

reference to Christ. Finally, from the practical point of 

view, we shall regard WPI » our Savior Jesus Christ, — 

as our comfort in life and in death. 

A. ‘Til Ueoning of [JD] and a Few of Its Synonyms. 
we have already entered upon this study to some ex- 

tent in the case of the word 1/195/7., The-reason is ob~ 

vious. However, we can take up a few details st this time 

which we have not mentioned previously. We shall also 

study the words 77J°D, TJIQAs NYT. 291, 

MINTO, IDAs TOBY.» TAY, ond TWIN. 

i rs F 

This important word is derived from the verb 021/, 

which means‘ "to be wise,” “to become wise." According to 

Gesenius it is related to an Arabic word meaning “to judge,"
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"to rule.” He takes the primary power of the word to.de. 

at of judging. He gives the adjective zi first the. 

meaning “skilful,” 070 Qos » and then, more Suanusthkeselan 

the meaning “wise,” with various connotations such as } 

"intelligent", "sagacious or shrewd," "subtle or crafty." 

Gesenius lists the following meanings for p20 : "ekil2," 

"dexterity," "wisdom," "various learnings" "pietye" 

The Eulpit Commentary lists two possible derivations. ° 1 

for the word DIT, either, with Gesenius from the Arabia 

word "to judge,"”.or, with Zéckler, from enother Arabic 

word signifying "to fasten," or "compactness," nto be firm 

or closeds”” 

The word 7712 2 bas been varicusly defined, The 

Pulpit Commentary lists three definitions: 

le Insight into that upright dealing which pleases 
Godeea knowlddge of the right way which is to be 
followed beiore God, and the vrong wey which is 
to be shunned. (Zéckler). 
Re Piety. towards God, as in Job 28,28 (Cesenius). 

. the knowledge of things in their being and_in - 

the reality of their existence. (Delitzsch).~ 

{It is true thet in seversl passages in Proverbds the 

word nna refers to the abstract quality or attribute 

in men”? and probably in God, although it seems that when 

Wisdom, particularly in the first nine chapters, is 2s506 

ciated with God, the Son of God best fits the descriptions 

Tnie is possible, and even probable, throughout the entire 

section, and it becomes very clear in the eighth chapters 

particularly in our ten verses, 22-51, as well as also in 

the first twelve verses of the ninth chapter. 

4e The Fulpit Commentary, Vole XX» pe 2s 
e 

Ze Prov. 10,13e23e31, eto. 
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The word TIA occurs 149 tines in the Old Testa- 

in our chapter, That it is a favorite of golomon; who him- 

self was DIK » “wise,” is evident from the fact that he 

employs it 85 timess 40 times in Proverbs, 27 times in 

Ecclesiastes, and 18 times in Jove" In the book of Eca- 

clesiastes there is no indication that he identifies 7/ADD 

with Christ. He rather uses it in the sense of "prudence," 
or wisdom in contrast to folly. However, the term appears 

to have a reference to Christ in a few sections of the 

book of Job, particularly chapters 26, 28, and 38, which 

are parallels to the creation account in Gen. 1 and the 

description of the work of j/[)D/] in the creation of 

the world in our section, Prove 8,22-31. However, it would 

be difficult to prove that the 11 DOT in Job is Christ, 

although, of course, all true wisdom comes from Him, who 

is the fount of wisdom, and in whom are hid all the Srea= 

sures of wisdom and knowledge. — 

Indeed, the word 119217] very fittingly describes 

Christ. It is the most general and all-embracing term of 

all these synonymous words which we are now in the process 

of stgdying. It includes all the various aspects ef imow- 

ledge which each of the other nouns particularly brings out. 

The Pulpit Commentary regards Wisdom as an attribute, but 

we shall nevertheless hear what it has to say in regard to 

the word: 
‘ths 
The beginning and end of the /'9>/f] , wisdom, is 
God (ve 7). Wisdom, then, is not the merely 

le Mandelkern, tey sub 709 
2. We assume tn Ske Sites eee tile duthor of all 

three books. 
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scientific knowledge, or moral philosophy, but ~ 
knowledge aT’? 2§oXy7v, i. Oi, religious iow! 
or piety towards God, 1. eis an appreciation of — 
what God requires of us and what we conversely owe 
to God. Wisdom will carry with it the notions of 
knowledge and insight. : 

That is indeed true of human wisdom, and this also 

applies to Christ, much more than to any frail mortal. 

He, the only sinless and perfect man since Adam's fall, 

is: infinitely wiser and holier than anyone of mankind, 

however high the standards of morality be which men try 

to set. And yet Christ, the nnoan » Condescends to 

call to us, #rov. 8,1, and asks us to hearken to Him, ' 

verse 32. Oh, wonder of wonders, how marvelous are the 

ways of Wisdom! 

2 iJ” ab 

This term is usually translated "understanding. * 

It is derived from the verb J°2 » Which, as Gesenius 

sees it, means "to distinguish," “to separate;" then, 

"to consider," "to understand.” One can discern or per- 

ceive withethe eyes, which is "to sees" with the ears, 

"to hears" or with the touch, "to feel." Then, it carries 

the idea of turning the mind to something, hence, “to 

understand," "to knowe" : 

The word | 1, which occurs in its construct form | 2s 

_"petween," is derived from this verb ['l. The etymolo- 

‘gical concept is that of an “interval,” which naturally 

is "between" the things spoken of when the word is employed. 

The word which interests us is» of course, '!J ‘2. 

le The Pulpit Commentary, Vole XX, pe 20 
  

cine     
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Gesenius lists the meanings "understanding," "insight," 

"intelligence," and "skill." The Pulpit Commentary, in its 

fine discusbion of the terms for knowledge and wisdom, 

describes m13"2 as "the capability of discerning the true 

from the false, good from bad, etc. Enabled to know what 

to do in any circumstances, and whet not to do. LK Opovycise 

Vulgate prudentia."1 

This word occurs 57 times in the Old Testament. Sol- 

omon uses it 23 times, 14 times in Proverbs. The concept 

of "insight" is the etymological one, and it is always in 

evidence in this word. It is to be distinguished from NYT, 

which stresses the idea of knowledge as acquired through 

the senses. j/ J 2 is rather the ability of discerning or 

distinguishing that which is already at one's dispcsal. The 

Greek verb kpiv expresses about the same thought as the 

verb J*2. 

In Prove 8914 m2 remarkss "I am understanding." 

As we shall see later, this part of chapter eight also very 

likely refers to the Son of Gode However, we shall not be 

able to enter upon a thorough study of the first part of 

this chapter, for that in itself would be a lengthy thesis. 

Nevertheless, this section most probably refers to the 

Son of God, and the understanding or insight which this 

verse speaks of is not merely human understanding or in- 

aieney” Just as mh2T ds an essential attribute of God, 

and in this instance is the very Son of God Himself, so 

also /J°2, which is an attribute of God in that it 
  

le Ibides De Se 
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describes His perfect insight into: everything, is the. gen. : 

of God Himself, He,.the eternal, infinite, imsutable one 
is, in the final analysis, the only One who can say: "I em 
Understanding." Compared to His understanding,is nil, 

He is underetandings He can distinguish at once 
between right and vrong, wisdom and folly, essen. 
tials and negligibless things advantageous and 

ee undertakings effectual, and plans 

His remarkable understanding and insight are evident 

from both revelation and nature. This marvelous world of 

ours, which fills us with awe as we gaze at it, is indeed 

an eloquent testimony to the amazing insight of our triune 

God who, according to Scripture, created it within a period 

of six days. Everything was "good" and “very good," as we 

are told in the first chapters of Genesis. Even after 

creation has been cursed because of man's sin, the world is 

a marvelous product of the ji QN » the isster Workman, 

How much more so before sin entered into it, and the ground 

was cursed on account of man's sini How truly ani can 

seys "Iam iJJ°." 

3. 13124 
' t b ¥ 

This word élso is translated "understanding.* It is 

derived from the same root as i] J “2s and is therefore 

closely related to it. uch of the discussion under J” 2 ' 

will apply here, too. Delitssch makes the following dis- 

tinotion: 

With 7277 are inter sheng ed iTJ*3, whieh 
properly means that whieh is distinguished or 

  

1. Laetsch, Ope Bites Pe 28. 
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separated, and 71)7.1 , which means the distinguish- 
ing, separating, appellations of the capacity of dis- 
tinguishing in definite cases and in generals but it 
does not represent this as a faculty of the soul; 
but .as a.divine power which, communicates itself as 
thé gift of God (charisma). 

Although Delitzsch identifies neither 1/224] nor 

j°2 and 1J31h with the Son of ‘God, He'does admit that, 

as attributes, these capacities ate not faculties of the 

soul, but are a gift of God, ‘That is true, but here it is 

evident that He who calls Himself 779271 also designates 

Himself i1]*2 end 1J12h. This word is not to be 

taken as a mere attribute, but is Christ. He is Under- 

standing. 

The word 71 JIIh is.used 41 times in the Old Tes- 

tament. In the Book of Proverbs we find it 16 times. In 

Job it occurs in only four places. The word can be transe 

lated "intelligence," "understending," or "insight." It 

expresses somewhot the same thought as oUVnols e How 

well this word, also, fits our Lordé 

4. DVT 

we have mentioned the word NYT before, in comparison 

with MJ” . The derivation of YT is obvious: it is 

derived from YI” , one of the more comaon verbs in the 

Old Testament. The verb YT" obviously corresponds to the 

Greek vervs ¢/d0v and oida, and to the Latin verb 

video.e According to Gesenius it means "to perceive,” "to 

acquire knowledge," "to know," "to be acquainted." It 

It includes knowing both as commencing and as compheted. 

  

1 Delitasch (Translation by 2. Ae Naston), Biblical 

Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon, Vole I, De 76.



   

  

It is synonymous .with both ot ba end y! yurKu » ‘the two. 

most common New Testament verbs expressing the idea ate. ; 

knowe" The words are frequently used interchangéably, i 

but if a distinction is to be made, it probably consists 

in this that dide means "to know innately," whereas 

yivw ok means "to know from experience, "* 

The verb YTZ} means to observe, perceive, take 
note of a thing, by the eye, the ear, the senses; 
to receive into one's soul life, intelleat, emo- 
tion, wills; hence in its full sense it denotes not 
merely an intellectual knowing, but a knowledge 
affacting both emotion .and will, a nosse cum affectu 

effectu, a knowledge that is mindful of, pro= 
vides for, cares for, is devoted to, will do all 3 
in its power to promote the welfare of its object. 

  

This verb YT" is used very frequently. in the Old 

Testament. From it is derived our word )b)Y7, which oc-= 

curs 89 times in the Old Testament. Solomon employs the 

word 57 times, In Proverbs it is used 39 times, in Ee- | 

Clesiastes eight times, and in Job ten times. In Prov. 8 

it is found three times. The Septuagint renders it, in 

“ in which it appears, by the word 

Yv“ors . In several other passages it is rendered ty 

all three instances 

aicOncrs . Mandelkern gives the following meanings: 

seientia, eognitio aliouius rel, intelligentia, sapientia. 
According to Gesenbus it means "knowledge," “knowing," 

“understanding,” "insight," "intelligence." Delitzsch 

aptly suggests "experimental knowledge." 

In verse 10.)1277) pleads with ust “Receive ny in- 

struction, and not silvers and knowledge rather than 

¥ Cf. a “A, e887. 
« Laetsch, Notes on NYT 

4. Verses 9, 10, and 12. 
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choiee gold." He is fhe fount of all. knowledge, > Whatever f 

Knowledge‘of God and things divine we have comes’ from Christ 
our Savior. As true God, He has from eternity known us 

with a loving knowledge, = nosse oum affeoctu et effectu, 

as is so marvelously depicted in Rom 8,29, ‘where the verb 

Ti posyyw has precisely that meaning, as the following . 

verbs in that great ponorame of salvation indicate. Sines 

Christ, true God, has known all things from ‘eternity 2G- 

cording to’ His omniscience,' and in a special sense has 

known His belicvers and prédestinated them to eternal 1ife, 

He can rightly be designated =) 7, "knowledge." Hot only 

does He possess knowledge, but He is knowledgé. Therefore, 

for us to know Knowledge is knowledge indeed.‘ He does net 

in so many words declere "I am DYT", as He says, in verse 

12, "I 77NPT dwell with TODD" or in verse:14, "I am 

71°23 o* Nevertheless, just as He is NHI and TIT, 

so He is also NYT. 

5e 2 D 1% 

The noun 2D212 is derived from the verb 707. 

Gesenius' gives, as the primary meaning of 707, “to core 

rect by blows or stripes," "to chastise." It is so used in 

Deut. 22,185 ¥ Kings 12,116143 Prove 19,163 29,173 Pas 6923 

etc. As the derived meaning he gives "to correct by wordsg* 

"to admonish," "to exhort," Prov. 9,75 Job 4,33 “to instruct,* 

"to teactiy" Ise 289265 Prov. 31,1. The Greek synonym is 

nast6w, 

The noun “1971 occurs 48 times dn the Old Testament. 
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It is Solomon, who, for obvious reasons, usés this word. ; Bi 

most frequently. It is employed no less than 30 times an 

Proverbs, tvrice in our chapter. In Job it appears only 

four times. 

It means ‘sgoreeetion:™ "admonition, * ‘“aLsotpline,* 

“instruction, "doctrines" The two latter meanings are 

the result of the first oneee, meanings, whioh indicate the 

process. With The Pulpit Commentary, we may state that it " 

is "wisdom on its practical side." at 

In Provs 3,11 I01N Clearly means  *chastisementé® ; : 

Udiseiplinee" The following verse has the verb form’ Nn 27° ‘ 

The two verses are quoted in Hebe 12,5.6, where the noun in 

the form waid¢(as and the verb 7¢/dcvcc are found, - Also 

in Prov. 8 the word >) 93n is rendered vy Tad Fle intthe ; 

Septuagint, In both instances the term is aulvitetedl with ; 

71OD] » the Son of God. In verse 10 we are tolds "Re- 

ceive ny 102% » and not silver." The exhortation is 

given in verse 33 to “hear > 07% » and be wise, and res 

fuse it not." That ):)¥) and TOIT are closely re- | 

lated is evident from verse 32, in which Wisdom is the 

Speakers "Now therefore hearken unto me, 0 ye ahildreg, for 

Dlessed are they that keep my ways." 3 

All] instruction comes from God. Sinee 77ND 7) is 

true God, we are to hear Him, learn of Him. He is the One 

or
hs

e 
ia 

a
 

who bids uss “Learn of mes"? 

Christ is the perfect Teacher, who not only, as true 

God, is = biatit teach us, both in the matter of our eternal 

| 
af 
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2: Hatt. 11,29 ,pomentary, hs ee Pes  



salvation and in other matters, but ‘also, as true 'm a Nas 

sympathize with us,, “For. we have not a high priest whieh 

cannot be, touched with the fecling of our intient tiens. ‘but! | 

was in all points tempted like es we are, yet without: hghdot 

mi oe | 

This word occurs ohiefly in the plural. ‘The. singular, 

TAY) » 18 found, only eicht times im the Olé Testaments 
It is derived ‘from the verb UY, an onomatopoetic 

word which mesns "to murmur," "mutter," "meditate," mhave 

in mind." It denotes mental or intellectual conaentretion, 

as also Delitzsoh states, Gesenius takes at to mean, pro- 

' perly, "to tie" or "bing." Henoe tropleallys 1, "To lie in 

wait," "to vlot," "to purpose or meditate evil." It is so 

used in Prov, 30,32 and in Pas 31,14. Here, then, it is 

in the evil sense. 2. It means "to meditate ‘something, ® 

"to propose to oneself." In this instanee it has 2 favor- 

able connotation. It is used in this sense in Gen. 16s 

Prove 31,163 zechs 1,63 etc. 

The word TQ T T 1” occurs 19 times in the 01d iéiXitaants 

It is found eight times in Proverbs and twice in-Job, “Iu 

Proverbs it eppears in the singular in 1,43 2,113 and 3,21.) 

It is used in a favorable, sense ‘all three times, and trans- 

Lated in the authorized Version by "aisoretion.* ‘It is 

found in the plural in Prov. 5,2) 8,125 12,29 145179 and. 

2498s In the lest three instances it is used to designate 

"wicked devices.” tar 
  

le Hebe 4515. 
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‘much can also'be said in: favor of the ordinary plural, de- 
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The passage whith interests us chiefly is Prov. 8,1 

Due to the significance of the terms we: shall quote the: . 

Hebrew texts: : NA DN NON YT. ARDY ‘pjow 7 mon “IN 
We have already age no27 and DVT, end we. shall, 

under the eighth topic, study the term 11176 We sre now 

interested in the word “7 PI). Nothee that we have 

hyary ‘PYT], "knowledge of witty inventions* in the 

Authorized Version. Iuther freely but effedtively renders 

‘it "und ich weiss guten Rath zu geben,” giving the noun) 
{ 
: 

i 

NYT verbal force, and’ understanding: the phural © hJTY A 

to. ve the so-called intensive plural, or the plural of 

imer multiplication, which it might well be. However, : ee 

noting a number of designs, plans or inventions. Which of 

the two is meant here cannot be stated definitely. The 

same situation obtatom in’ regard to the synonym nidanh ® 

which ocours five times in Proverbs (not in chapter 8, how 

‘ 
ever) and twice in Jobs 

According to fhe Pulpit Commentary, the word Nyro 

ote 
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denotes "thoughtfulness," "olroumspection® or "caution" 

(z8ckler) or "discernment," that which "sets a manon bis 
guard and prevents him from being duped by others" Plumptre) ; 

If this désoretion applies to men, how muéh more to the i 

Son of God, who was native in the creation cf the worlds ‘ 

What thought processes that wequiread This applies to the 

preservation and government of the world, which He as true 

God also assumes. In short, it is charaetéristie of all 
  

Ls The Pulpit Commentary, Vole XXs Pe. 4  
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of His activity. 47 

Such discretion 1s the characteristic of the Pare es | 
sonal Wisdom, the Son of God, whos Prov. 8:12, 
states, "I Wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out 
knowledge of witty inventions." Wisdom is constantly 
finding out, never at a loss of knowledge of care. . 
fully considered and well weighed plans and resolu. 
tions, "witty inventions" of the mind, “*witty® being 
used in the, original sense of "knowing, wis@, ré= 
sourceful. ¢ 

Ve l ] ) l m7 ] 

This word, npjiza » appears in peeve 8,14, as well 

as in 61 other places in the Old Testament. It is derived 

from the verb 111, "to be strong," “to be strengthened.” 

Its primary significance is that of "binding," or "making 

firm." Gesenlus lists as its first meaning "strengths" 

then, "fortitude," "military virtue," "power," and also 

"“yictorye" The last meaning is given for the word in 

Exe 32,18, which in the Authorized Version is rendered 

"masterye" 

i7]124 4s related to the noun 72] end the ad- 

jective 122, the latter veing attributed to the 

Messiah in Is. 9,5, where He 1s called 1/21 9Ne the 

name "Gabriel* means “strong man of God.” 

Although the word occurs #ive times in Job and twice 

in Ecolesiastes, i) ? 7 li is found only onee in Proverbs, 

in 8,14, where 71) 7! remarks: 127.23 ">, “Mine is 

etrength." Strength is, therefore, another attribute of . 

the Personal Wisdome 

tm this conection it is interesting to compere 

Eecles. 9516, where the author comes to the conclusion 

Le Lactsch, Hotes on 77/2] YD - 
row, 
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‘and can very easily be conducted into wiworthy or oren 

660 

  

    

   
that #isdom is better than atveigeal The words ares 

7292 NIH ADIN ¢ I this Reclentastss: passages 

eviaentiy the two human attributes are méant. “the eniner 

desires to convey the idea that wisdom, the practi¢al mew 

ledge which embraces a large number of desirable qualities, 

is patter than strength, which ‘4s restrieted in its scope, 

destructive ‘channels. The point he wishes ‘to'‘make is that 
wisdom is more useful and valuable than strength. 

As we return to our verse, Prov. 8,14, we seé that the 

Personal Wisdom also has strength. That is a part of 1D DTT» 4 

just as 17/J‘2, “DIT, and the other simtlar expressions 

are. The Son of God asserts: “Strength is mine.* In fact, 

He is the only one who can truthfully make that uriqualified 

statement. Was not He the 22a ON, the wighty Goa? pid 

He not, with His unlimited strength, frame the heavens ‘and 

lay the foundations of the worla? Did He not establish the 

fountains of the deep and set bounds ‘to the woters, eo that 

they would not submerge the entire faee of the earth? ’ And 

was not He the One who, after His incernation; worked mir. 

acles and wonders during His visible sojourn among His 

people? Most assuredly 80. AS He could say, “J em Wiséon," 

"I am Understanding," #0 He could also say, "I am Strength." 

ne 
ny 

PS 
cy 
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Just as we receive whatever wisdom is ours from Jesus Christ, 7 ; 

the true Wisdom, so also we obtain strength from Him whe a 

said, “Strength is Mines” ri bed eh: Set = 3 
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"to be oraftys" In the hiphil it can mean “to make crafty, ® 

‘235,22, ors'in a good sense, "to act ‘prudently, " as in Prove 

“15,5 and 19,25, 

of wisdom and prudénces The Septuagint has Tlavoupy fas 

      

able 

8 _ p "a ye nisne! ~ 

We have already mentioned thie words Its” derivation — 

is, of course, from 2. Gesentus gives. the’ etymole~! 

Gical meaning "make naked,” “uncover."* The iden of smoeth- 

ness, slipperiness is emphasized. Its ‘derived meaning tis ; 

as in Ps. 83,4. It:ean also mean "to act oraftily,* 1 San. 

The word mny7> is found only six times in the 01d 

Testaments Exod, 21,14) Joshs 9943 Job 5ylSy Prove 1,45 

8,5.12. In the Exodus passage it has an evil connotation, 

as it also evidently has in the verse from Joshua, and 

he
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probably also in Job. On the other hand, it is used in a i 

favorable sense in the three passages in Proverbs. | 

In its evil sense 17), as tas been stated, 

means "craftiness." The adjective 1D) is ascribed to 

the Serpent in Gen. 3,1. The Septuagint has Qyorimsnros 

ndvrwy tor the peculiar Hebrew construction 550 7796 

However, in the New Testament reference, 2 Cor. 11,5, we 

are told: 6 SPis etyndryrev. Etay dv rH mavoufyle ab7ov . 

The word 7¢voupy(a geene to fit the evil connotation 

particularly wells although it, too, can be used in ® 

good sense. ; 

In the passage Provs 154) 771°) Y ie rendered "sub- 

tilty." There it clearly is ascribed to human beings. 

The lack of 7072 makes a person simple, foolish, deveid   a s 
=o pee ee



* knowledge of witty inventions." The word "prudence" is, 

    

  

understand wisdoms and, ye fools, be ye of an understand os 

“neert." In this verse the word translated “wisdom*®.is not 

mbT »: the usual word, nae 117) » waich is a synonym, _ 

but not’ as all-embracing as i1D3/7. We note again that _ 

‘1 ) te used as an antonym for the quality of simplicity 

or foolishness, Here, also, the word Travoupy (a is used 

  

in the: Septuagint. 

- The passage’ of chief interest to us is, however, the i 

twelfth verse, which we have already quoted in previous » 

paragraphs: "I wisdom dwell: with: prudence, and. find out 

in the original, WOODY e We may well define’ - T7O7¥ 

as “prectical cunning." ; 4 : 

It is interesting to note that, whereas the Septuas 

gint employed themmoun 7avoupy/« in both 1,4 and 3,5, 

it hes Boudry ‘here: “Eys' 7 cOP/* Kareckyvure Boulyr, 

Usually (ovAy is the Septuagint translation of the word | 

7A)» “counsel,” which we shall presently discuss in this al 

word study of the synonyms of 112271, The word Goud ie ; 

in the New Testament, may have an evil connotation ins . i 

few instances, but in Luke 7,303 Acts 29253 4,283 20,273 i 

Heb. 6,17; and Ephs 1,11 it refers to God, and, of course, . 

is used in a good sense. ‘ 

The fact that the Septuagint has GovAy, though not 

absolutely conclusive, does carry considerable weight in 

establishing the fact that 7m 9S in this instance has 

a favorable connotation. Even if that fact could not be 
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would not ‘be ‘straining the ‘sense.of the term to apply this 

glassical prophecy, Tes 955s nies 2 ae ae a 

' timese iconic it is not very common in Proverbes it 

a 

    
established, it would be clear from the context: and to: 

adopt the other meaning, “ceraftiness® in an evil sense, pee 

would be ‘strictly unwarranted, ==) © 5) 2) a a 

In ascribing. mm 9. to Jesus, we mean, of course; © 

the attribute ‘Sgagacity," “prudence.” ‘This also‘is‘a . 

characteristic of Jesus.. In fact; He is the prudent one 

Kar’ EYOXYV.. Acvording to Umbreit, 777)")) cx ve "the. 
capacity ‘for éscaping from tle wiles of others."1 rt: e, 

to the Temptation of Jesus ‘in the wilderness. Satan, who Bs 

is wily, 177)» ‘in the wicked ‘sense, and ty his wicked : 

7) Nn) ? caused Adam and Eve to. yield to his temptation, 

was not able successfully to tempt our Savior, for He is 

HIT in the good sense of the word: prudent, and 
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therofore unyielding, He cannot sin, for He is the Holy 

One of God. 

9. TN | 

This word is derived from the Foot f 7 oto consult," : 

according to Gesenius, It is releted to the verb™ vr * 

which Gesenius believes probably has the primary meaning — 

®to command." It means: “to give counsel,” "to take coun-" 

sel," “to consult for any one," or "provide for.* The — 

participle V » 7° is ascribed to the Wessiah in that 

  

TIMY ie found frequently in the Old Testaments 68° 

  

1s quoted in The Zuinth, Samantarz, Vole Ky De eo  
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occurs there only ten times, once more than in Jobe rts : 

primary meaning is, of course, "counsel." Such counsel 

may be that which one gives, that which one receives, oo ’ 

that which one forms. It is clear, however, that oesasio- 

nally not the counsel in goncreto, so to speak, is nants 

but the faculty of forming plans, ie Qe» Sprudence,* ®wis- 

dom," is meant. Gesenius rightly lists this as another 

meaning. In this sense it is a synonym. of MmDIA and the 

other words which we have studied. 

The word ‘72. ) is used once in our chapter, in Prove 

8,14, where it is connected with 71° WJh, which will be a 

the lest synonym in our discussion. The first part of the ‘ 

verse reads: 7WI? TIXLY “5. Counsel 4s an essential 

Ks . 
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part in the essence of 2 D/T . 

We know that this applies to Christ. "Counsel is His. 

He always knows just what to do and how to proceeds He is 

never at a loss.” ‘This applies to Him in every respect. 

ueager indeed would be our comfort if it were applicable 

to His counsel, His wisdom only in the realm of nature, 

in the kingdom of power. Wo, it is not restricted to that. 

Jesus algo has revealed His wisdom and counsel in the king- 3 

dom of grace. He it is who guards and keeps us in body and ‘ 

soul, who watches over our spiritual welfare. Whatever of 

counsel we ever attein to in this life is a result of our 

mystical union with Him, who is also Counsel. How truly 

He can be called “*Wohderful, ellor, the mighty. God, 

the everlasting Father, the Prince of peacel**. 

ap teresa, Boing PEROT Sas Beh af eee 
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10. TWh 
This-word will bring. toa close our ‘study of ‘these — 

‘synonyms. In regard to the derivation of the weult . TPWIA, 

the scholars are not agreed, Gesenius asserts that i is 

derived from nul » & root unused in Hebrew; but found 

very widely spread through the aneient languages, Fron 

TW? also. Wi”, "being,"-is.deriveds Aeeording to hin 
the meaning of muy would bes "to stand," "to stand out," 

"to stand upright," "to bes" : 

On the other hand, Delitasch offers a different deri- 

‘ vation.. He discusses the term in‘ connection with his re« 

marks on ProVe 2,7. His view is as follows: 

The Chokma-word « « « 72817 is a Hipnil formas 
tion (with the passing over of 6 énto fi, as in 
1274') from Wi (whence the prs names 71/7” and 

n:>)u%*)= (Areb.) wasy and asy, to reestablish, to 
advance, Hiph. of 7y/: = Tif) » to stand, and © 
thus means furtherance, i. e.,' the power or the gift 
to further, and concretely that which furthers and 
rofits, particularly true wisdom and true fortune. 
I was formerly in error in regarding the word as a 

Hophal formation, and in assigning to it the primary 
signizicance of being in a state of realised exis= 
tence, of reality, in contradistinction to appearance 
Saye shuee yee be + a oe su x 
De » Non placent in 8 giusnoal e 

physi cas etce, does not apply here, since the ware 
8 @ new one coined by the Chokma, but all the shades 

of meaning are naturally derived from the flndsa- 
mental signification "furtherance" (cf. Seneca, a 

Deus stator torque est). 71°W1h, from Arab. 
and weer, 0 her. by word and deed, to assist 
counsel. and act, to render help, whence ‘the mean- 

Aa eee ee ee ee tyation ieee entia, eas Ollowse « « «}) The vation. 5: 
ur> (8,21) is to be rejected, because “the for- 

mation would be wholly without analogy; so much the 
more because the * of this word does not represent 
the place of the ]» « « « and the derivation of 
Tufy 2s 77, to ve smooth (Hitaig), passes over 
without any difficulty into another system of roots. 

the passage under consideration 7° signi 
es advancement in the sens® of true prosperity.? 

note uf Delitasch will » en — nee 
¥ Delitsseh, Ope at, PPe were 2 me 7G 
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Al though Delitssch's derivation 4s indeed. aster en 

from that which Gesenius and many others havé held, and:in 

perticular seems to differ from the translation of several 

of the versions in various passages where the word occurs, : 

we do feel that his axgamests are quite sometimes and. that 

his careful and exhaustive study of the word merits cons 

sideration, to say the least. i puthedaotes ae we shall : 

presently see, the versions, including the Septuagint, 

betray a definite unclearness and lack of understanding 

in regerd to the meaning and See of the word 

WT: os | fe ® 

The noun 7° uf ? he is found only twelve times in 

the Old réstuebavls Job uses the word six times, and it 

appears in Froverbs four timese 

It is wore dizficult to degermine the precise mean- 

ing of 17? ws than of any of the other synonyms which 

express the idea of knowledge or wisdom. Apparently the 

translators who composed the Septuagint did not catch the 

meaning, for there are twelve different renderings for 

the word, a different one for each passage in which the 

word occurse 

In Job 5,12 the Septucgint has @AnDés_ The 

Vulgate is puzzling here. It hes quod coeperant. in 

Job 6,13 we fina GonDele's In Job 11,6 the words 

muah> O55 ‘zere renderea dre Jindois eora Tov 

natal a which seems enigmatic, to say the least. 

Job 12,16 has (7s 4 In Job 26,3 the word 7? W/>) 

is translated } 7/Vt 2nanrjovdx4e-zlse In Job 30e22 the , 

words. 7/7 Uh *)210/>) are rendered Kal aneppi US Ke and 
oy TAGS 
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CWIN PIES 6 The Chethib reading is. IW » and the stg 

Sere reading is,’ 7s Ae © With the gere reading dene: 

“ius translates the two words: "Thou hast dissolved my 

welfare." Acoording to the Ghethib reading he would 
render it, "Thou hast dissolved me (and) terrified (me)." 

However, the Septuagint is difficult to understand here, . 

alsoe 

In Isaiah 28,29 7° WIA 1s translated ~<7«/ay 
TapcKAng/Y« Hicah 6,9 makes it a verb, ‘Gwoel. we 

sce that in these passages the Septuagint helps very 

little in establiching the meaning of the word 7/91). 
One thing is certain, however, and that is the fact that 

the exact mezning or the word was rather obscure. 

Nor is the matter much simpler in Proverbs. In the 

four passages in that book we also have divergent mean- 

ings as indicated by the Greek words. In Prove 2,7 we — 

have Twrnpfav 3 in S21, GoulGV § in Byld,acbdleray 

and in 18,1, kaipu « Safety, counsel, security, and 

proper time--these are the English equivalents, and we : 

see a relation only between Tw7yflav and Xo PtAtie « 

Ye have mentioned briefly Gesenius' derivation of 

the word. At this point we shall give his view a little 

more in detail. Gesenius derives the word niwI2A 

from muy » as previously stated, and gives its proper | 

meaning to be "a lifting up," “that which is erect." 

The first. meaning, according to hin, is "aid," (for conm- 

forting is properly to lift up). He then cites Job 6,153 

Prove 2975 “ice 6,95 and Job 50,22. His second meaning 
is "counsel," (the raising of anything, that which one   
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wishes to raise or set up). He lists Job. Sei2y i ; 4 

Septuagint has 21925. The third meaning whieh he. 
poses is “counsel,"* i. Ge» “wisdom" The passages” under 

this meaning are Job 11,63 12,165 25,63 Prov. 5,213. Bel4s' 

(18,15 Iss 28,296 

We have presented the vieds of Gesenius and pelitasen. 

They propose different etymologies. However, it is dite 

ficult to determine which one is the correst one, although 

  

we have expressed our preference for the theory of Delitssch 

on this word. How can we, then, determine which meaning 

of the numerous ones listed in the various versions is 

closest to the origitial? The Authorized Version has ac
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several transhations in Job, inoluding "enterprise," 

“wisdom, " ethat which is," anil "substance," and it has 

“working” in Xsabah 28,29, and "wisdom" (in the margins 3 

“hat which is") in Micah. 

However, in the four Proverbs passages the Author= 

ised Version restricts itself to "sound wisdom" and “wis- 

é dom." We are inclined to agree with that translation for 
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a number of reasons: 1. The general tone of the book is 

that of the praise of wisdom. Be The context. wpecks, 

not of safety, nor of substance, nor of enterprise, but 

of wisdom and understanding. 3. The parallelism within 

the verse demands that we take it to be “sound windom,® 

"counsel," or the like, which is also in keeping with 

the etymology of the word, both according to Gesenius 

and according to Delitasohe we conclude, therefore, 

that the meaning "wisdom" or “sound. wisdom" is more. 

satisfactory then any yaar in = ‘paswages 
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       Jesus Christ, the Wisdom of God, is also ony ae 
kar’ E¥oXjic He Ae that in every sense, widen we wale 
stand it to mean "wisdom," or "nelp* (Poy Pele), oF 

"salvation." How truly He can says "Counsel is mine, ~ 

and sound wisdom." Indeed, 72W ah is also.an appro. 

  

priate term for the Personal Wisdon, 

In considering the appropriateness of the term 

OPT s as well ab its synonyms, as a designation for 

the Son of God, we have completed our word stpdy, and 

we shall now, in a brief section, discuss those passages 

in the New Testament which associate the coneept of. 

wisdom with Christ. = 

Be Christ as Yisdom in the New Testament. 

In this study we shall not include John 1, for we 

already touched upon that matter when we identified 7ND7(7 3 

. with the Aby os LORPKOS « Furthermore, the Avyos 4 

subject is a study in itself. We shall, in the last 

section, refer to it again in connection with Prov. 35 - 

32036, which forms the basis for the practical, horta- 

tory section of Proverbs 8, and is continued in the 

first verses of the following chapter also, which is 

an application of the truths set forth in Prove 8,22e316 

It would be wnthinkable in a study of this type to 
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neglect the common New Testament word which is ‘a syno- 

nym of the word WOT]: 4" The New Testament ‘word is’ 

ToP/a « Of course, it has synonyms like Yves o 

TUVETIS ® orev yc een Voss etc., but we cannot Re i 

. te ox i =. 
~ .  



‘will they be mentioned, 

_ tical sense, "governed in action by pbety and integrity." 

definitely stated that Christ 1s the power of God, and 

UC * = eu. 

“760 

    
discuss them here now, due to lack of spaces Only insofar 

as they have direct reference to, and — ‘upon “copie 

According to Thayer, 70 Ole. means nwisdon,* "broad 

and full inteRligence." One who is coos is Hekilled,* 

"experts" then, "wise," "learneds" finally, in a prac= 

Like NDT) » roPIx is the widest and most all- 

emoracing term for knowledge, For that reason the cone 

text must determine the precise meaning of ‘the word in 

a given passagee Of course, it is offen used of men. 

However, we shall not concern ourselves with that usage 

at this time, We shall limit this brief study to those 
passages which associate or identify 70° Pie with christ. 

a
 

ee
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The most striking pessages are two verses in the 

first chapter of 1 Corinthians: verses 24 and 50. In the ms 

eutire context, both preceding and following, the great 

Apostle praises and extols the wonderful wisdom of God, 

thus drawing a marked contrast between that and the pale 3 

try, insignificant wisdom of men. es 

The concept of wisdom is introduced in chapter ly, 

verse 17, and continues through the second @izp ter. The. 

word 7oPfe occurs 15 times, and 7096s 5 times in 

this section, From verse 17 and ongtthe ides of wisdom, 

which begins as an abstradt quality, gradually, in oli- 

mactic fashion, assumes the force of the Personal Yisdom, 

which is identified with Christ, until in Verse 24 it is 

i. We must bear in mind that Corinth was a wealthy 
city whioh, though wicked, took pride in its nae    
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the. wisdom of God, oe" i 

In 1 Core 1 it ip difficult to draw the line exactly — 

where the Personal Wisdom begins and the attribute wisdom _ 

ends. This is difficult because here we are dealing with 

the loftiest as well as the deepest of all theology. We... 

are in the realm of theology properse We must ever remen- 

ber that Christ is the highest, most exalted being, since 

He is true God, infinite and incomprehensible. We cannot 

begin to fathom Him, to understand His essence and working. s 

He is far beyond our limited Knowledges Christ is the 

true Wisdom of God. He was instrumental in the creation 

of the world. Now, the greatest of all wisdom constéts 

in this, that He came to redeem the lost and condemned 

world. But, sad to say, the blind unbelievers never 

would see, and they persistently continue not to want ‘ 

to see, thie wisdom of God revealed in the Gospel, which 

tells of Chréétfs redemption. To them a Grucified Christ . 

is sheer foolishness and a stumbling block. They wanted i 

misaGles, and still are esagor to see thems They search ~ 

only for human wisdom, whichiis similar to a bucket with 

the bottom knocked: outs Human wisdom has absolutely 

nothing to offer in answer to the questions “What must 
br
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I do to be saved?" 

According to 1 Core 1,29, we are told that we cannot     
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glory in God's presence. Then, in verse 50, Paul adds: 

"But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made 

unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and 

redemption," Our Savior is evergthing that we need.
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inclusive knowledge or wisdom. rom Him'we also rec . 

whatever spiritual wisdom we have, That which is tothe 
unbelievers the greatest folly is to us the highest wis- 

dom: Christ Crucified, of whom Paul’ testified’ so ateusantiy:s 

"For I determined not to‘know any thing among you, Gave 

Jesus Christ, and Him cruoifieds"* From suéh faith in 

Him may nothing deter us. 

4n entire library could be written on’2 Cor. 1 and 

2, about the wisdom of God, of which Paul speaks in 
1 Cor. 2,78 “But. we speak: the wisdom of God in a mystery, 

even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained befére the: 

world unto our glory." However, space does not- permit 

that we even attemt anything like an exhaustive study 

of it. We have mentioned that Christ is designated 

Wisdom in two verses, and that there is an inherent con= 

nection between those verses and the context. ‘Yhenever s 

the word 2isdom" designates spiritual knowledge, we - % 

think of Christ, who is vitally associated with it, even 

if, acoording to our human manner of distinguishing cone at 4 

cepts, the attribute “wisdom® is meant, or seems to de © a 

meant, at any rate. a 

Another marvelous Pauline section, a section espe- = 
ees 
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cially rich in Christological doctrine, is. Colossians. 2. 

It follows that ¢raid rhetorical chapter which opens the 

Epistle to the Colossians, and which is similar to the. 

first chapter of Ephesians. fk Rao fale ‘ 

  

le. 1 Core. 220
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. used together the former seems. to be knowledge regarded 

   

   

The verse which shall engage our attention is Col. 

2,53 “In whom are hid all the tréasures of wisdom and in 

knowledge." 70 Qin end yao are the werd which 

are used, as frequently they are. ‘a 3 

On the distinction between these two words, Thayer, 

sub yvWcls » remarks: ."Where yv@cus and TOP sa are 

by itself, the latter wisdom as exhibited in action.* | 

Thayer quotes Lightfoots * yrwais is simply. intuitive, 
7 

co QP/a is rationinative also; . procs applies chiefly 

to the apprehension of truths, 90 P/e guperadds the 

power of reasoning about them and tracing their relations." 

We might edd that g0@/a and, 7/P37] are practically 

equivalent, as are yyWolsS and AYT. 

Christ, in whom all the fulness of the Godhead dwelis 

bodily, is also the treasury of all wisdom and knowledge. re 

As we examine. the context, we learn that this great 7 

Christological statement is inserted into a hortatory 

section, The Colossisns were adminished to search for 

these attributes. However, there was but one place where 

they could profitably look. ‘Peake is correct in saying: “4 

All, not. merely some of, the treasures of wisdom gi 
and knowledge are contained in Christ, therefore 
the search for them outéide of Him is doomed to 

failure, ‘But not only are they in Christ, but 

they are contained in a hidden way. Therefore . 
they do not lie on the surface, but must be y 

sought for earnestly, as men seek for hidden : 4 

treasure. They are not. matters of ‘ 
observances, such as the false teachers enjoined, 
but to be appr shended by deep and werious 

meditations sae ; 

- OF Courses we would say “by faith and meditation." a 

"Te Fig Eapasitor's Greek restanent, vol. 11%, p. 519. 
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A remarkable passage indeed is Luke 115495 Theres 

fore also said ‘the wisdom (. goW/a) or God, Lwill 

send them prophets and apostles, and some of ‘them they 

whall slay and persecute." In itself, this is not so 

remarkable, but if we examine the parallel, it truly is. 

The parallel passage io Matt. 23,34. Jesus is the One 
who speaks: "Wherefore, behold, I send unto you prophets, 

and wise ‘men, and soribess and some, of them ye shall kill 

and crucifys and: some of thein ye ahsll scourge in your 

syhagogues,: and: persecute them from city to citys" 

In the context, of course, Jesus had’ been denoun- ° 

cing the Pharisees vehemently for their hypocrisy.. Wow 

in this passage Jesus is identified with . ye go Pia of 

the Luke passage. -Bothcare introduced as’ saying the 

same things 

In reference to these two passages, Meyer. remarks: 

It 7 BODO ae ans oeaue is olan quoting one : 
His own earlier utterance observe ® pas 

ge einev ), 80 that He represents the wisdom 
of God (Wisds 7,275 Matte 11,193 Luke 7,55).as, 
having spoken through Wim. Allied to this is 
the idea of the AdyoS « « e.» According to this, 
however, the original form of the passage is not 
to be found in Luke (Olshausen, Sleek)s for while 
Matthew gives this remarkable utterance in a 
directly present form, Luke's method of recording 
4t transfers to the mouth of Jesus what rather 
was a later mode of citing it, and gives it in 
the shape of a result of reflective theology 
akin to the doctrine of the Logose) 

Meyer seems to complicate matters by entering upon 

the question of whether Luke's expression or Matthew's, 

expression ie the original one, ‘The ehief point is this: 

Christ and. 1 copia are. here identified. It is not... 

le Heyer, Spe Cites Vole Its pe 408. 
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‘tributed to the one as to the other. 

sufficient to say, with Meyer, “that He represents the 

Wisdom of God’. « « as having éyoken ‘through Hin,* : 

Christ is Wisdom, Therefore also the same Gan be ais 

In Matt..11,19b and Luke 7,35 we are told that ~ 

"wisdom is. justified of $911) her. children." Luke i 

cludes the word "all." It would be well.at this point 

to give. the préceding context, According to. the Authors 

ized Version we quote Matt. 11,16-19a5 Wehavecni so‘ #he 

same context in Luke. In Matthew we reads 

But whereunto shall I liken this generation? 
It is like unto. children sitting in. the markets, i 
and calling unto their fellows; and saying, We 
have piped unto you, and ye have not.dancedy we 
heave mourned unto you, and ye have not lamented, 
For John came neither eating nor drinking, and 
they say, He hath a devil. The Son of man came 
Gating and drinking, and they way, .Behold a man 
gluttonous, and a wine-bibber, a Arend Cs pub- 
licans and sinners. 

Immediately our Savbhor eddss 

But wisdom is. justified of her children.? 

In regard to the question: Who spoke these words? 

Heyer correctly states that these words are 

+ « » not:a continuation of the words of the.. 
Jews, in which case éd/a.w9y would have to 
be taken ironically . « e, but the closing. 
observation of Jesus in reference to the perverse 
manner in which His own claim g and. those of John 
had been treated by the Jewse 

We can hardly accept the interpretation that 

e « o"the vindon manifested in _gosus he “nothing 
to, answer for reg oO ews" (Chryso- 

stom, Theophylact, and Gastilio), a view to which 

. There i variant ngadings é : Prev for 7exyur, 

Nestle “prefery the reading wy in Yatthew, although 

the reading 7 féxvwy seems Sotto attested. In Luke, the 

reading 7exvwy is moh better attested. The latter scens 

to be the gendine one in Luke. We prefer TEHVOV 
2. Neyer, Ope Cites Vole Is De 2276 
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it may be objected--first, that. SiKaLe debe 4 ane Tres 
cannot be token in the sense of to be 
the guilt of any ones st and seco ; 
the Jews « « « cannot Srapentwey re sroken of 
as the children of wisdom. 

   

Other interpretstions heve been offered, pat we cannot 

go into detail here, so we shall be satisfied to quote . 

what seems to be the most’ satisfactory interpretation of 

the passege. This interpretition of the passage identie 

fies Visdom and Christ, and yet makes the 70 ?/x appli- 

cable to Jom the Baptist, .who is also described in this 

pessege. We quote Dr. Pe Ee. Kretzmanne 

The. wisdom of; God, pregesh in the preaching of 
John, and embodied ‘in the person of Jesus, w=s 
justified, acknowledged, given its right by the 
children of wisdom, who accepted its teachings. 
Thus the heavenly Wisdom always finds some dis- 
ciples and children that receive Kim gladly and 
are, in tyrn, instructed in the way of salvation 
by grace. 

Tron these New Testament passages ocourring in 

1 Core 1 and 2, Col. 2s Uatte 12 and 235 and Luke 7 and 

11, we have learned that the term TOPia is very 

Closely associated with, and even identified with, Christ. 

There is little if any doubt that all of these passages 

refer back to Prov. 8, where the Personal YVisdom is most 

clearly and fully taught. 

C. Jesus Christ, snd personas Wisdom, 

Qur Comfort in Life and in Death. 

In Prove 9,10 the statement is mades . MHD a h>nhb 

1277 OND7. Im Prov. 1,7 we reads 4Y7 SUN M7? DND*. 

2, Fons seotenam = » sb Zouular Gomentary of the Bible, 
New Testament, Vole I, De 
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Although two different words are used for speginning,* 

and instead of 7/121] we find, bY T in 1y7,° never wes 

theless, the meaning is the same.. True wisdom or’ knows 

ledge, and how we can acquire it, is meant.” 

The terms j7N° and oe are very significant. 

Instead of "fear" in the sense of "terror" or "dredd,* 

which is included in the expressions 7719, TN » end 

7797] » ell of which also occur in Proverbs, we have 

the word i7N‘)? (HN)? in the construct state), which 

means “fear" in the sense of "reverences" It is that 

kind of fear which God wants us to have for Hims a fear 

intimately connected with love, the fruit or effect of 

love, as love is the fruit of faith. Of His Christions 

God expects filial fear, not slavish fear. 

Furthermore, God is designated, not as 1D*i] 4 Ne 

DMs HID, JPOY. "JTN, of . “TH, wll of 
which to a greater or lesser degree emphasize the sover- 

eignty and omnipotence of God, but as 1] 7 » the in. 

mutable covenant God, who keeps His promises to His 

believers. 

To all men as they are by nature, God is a stern 

Judge, and if they fear Him, the fear Him slavishly, 

not through love and reverence for Him, However, in 

Christ Jesus, the true Personal Wisdom, we Have been 

redeemed, and are reconciled to Gode To us ‘believers 

God is, therefore, a gracious and mereiful God who 

loves use We, in return, show Him love and reverence. 

This kind of fear is the beginning of wisdome : é i      
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We note, however, that the author says: "The fear of 

the Lord is the beginning of ‘wisdom. Throughout life we 

are olwgys ‘in the process of obtaining this wisdom, but 

it is a very slow process, frequently interrupted on 

account of our manifold sins and woaknesses, our general 

imperfection. However, thene can be no true wisdom without 

"the fear of the Lord," which is possible only through 
faith in Wisdom, the Author of our salvation. 

We would neturelly be led to think that 7031, the 
sinless Son of God, would have nothing to do with sinful 

human beings. At Least, it would scem thet the wretcked 

simner, in need of « Savior, would be the one whe would 

plead te be received by Jesus. But, wonder of wonders, 

the opposite is true. In Prove 1,20-23 Solomon tells us 

concerning Wisdomes 

Wisdom crieth without; she uttereth her voice in 
the streets: She crieth in the chief place of 
concourse, in the cpening of the gates: in the 
city she uttereth her words, seying, How long, 
ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity? and the 
scorners celight in their scorning, and fools 
late knowledge? Turn you at my reproofs behold, 
I will pour out my spirit unto you, I will meke 
known my words unto youe 

The word for "Wisdom" in this place is Nn non ‘ 

We quote Delitzschs 

After that Dietrich, in his Abhandl. 1846, has 

shown thet the origin of the plurel proceeds not 

arate calculation, but from comprehension, 
ara thet vate cularly also names denoting intel- 
lectual strength are frequently plural, which 

multiply ‘the conception not externally but ine 

corneas there is no longer any justifiable doubt 

that 5)P D7 signifies the all-cormprehending, 
absolute, or, as Béttcher, paragraph £59: Ox~ 

presses it, tho full personal wisdom. 

  

I. Delitasch, op. cit., Vole I, pe 68. 
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Purthermore, it is difficult to wmderstand how the 

attribu 

to the 

te wisdom, or even wisdom personified, could call 

simple, as is expressed in these verses. 

‘Is it not strange that wisdom should be able to 
stand and speak, to ory at the city gates and 
Lift up her voice at the crossroads and the high 
places so #11 may hear? Is this to be regarded 
as mere figurative language? 

On the other hand, these words are very appropriate 

when applied to Christ. Is He not the One who said: 

"Sone unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy-laden, end 

I will give you rest"? 

invited 

"If ony 

2 ‘ie it was also who graciously 

the Jews on the great day of the feast, saying, 

man thirst, let him come wio me, and drink. nd 

The invitetions which He extended are too numerous to 

mention 

is not 

here. In fact, the essenee of the entire Gospel 

"go, do," but “come, receive." 

This invitation is extended by mWo?T in Prove 

5B,52=656 e ‘hese verses, as we know, follow the ten verses 

which form the core of this paper. We shall quote the 

vcorses at this point, and briefly discuss thon. 

Now therefore hesrken unto me, O ye children: 

for blessed are they that keep my wayse Hear 
instruction, and be wise, and refuse it not. 
Blessed is the man that hearéth me, watching 

daily at uy gates, waiting at the posts of my 

doors. For whoso findeth me findeth life, and 

shall obtain favour of the Lord. Sut he that 
sinneth against me wrongeth his own soul: all they 

that hate me Love death. 

Immediately this passage reminds us of Christ's 

invitat 

and the 
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dons to follow Fin, who is the Way, the Truth, 

Lige.* Verse 35 in particular is a parallel 

Laetsen, oBe Cite, De 256 
Matte ll, e 

John T_d7e 

Cf. John 14,6.
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of John 1,4: “In Him was lifes and the life was the light 

of men." As Jesus repeatedly stated in John 6, He is the 

Brea@ of Life. We need light, bread, and weter if we exnect 

to sustain our physical life here on eatth. How much. more 

important that we receive spiritual lights Else we would 

be groping in darlkmess, and be completely lost. How we need 

breed and water’ Without it we would famish, so that our 

vody and life would waste away. All this our Savior, the 

Wisdom from on High, gives us, supplying all our needs 

plentifully. 

He pronounces the man blessed who hears Him and 

watches at His gates and doorposts. These expressions are, 

of course, figurative, indicating constant, attentive 

watchfulness. This pronouncement reminds us of the match- 

less Beatitudes which Jesus spoke in the Sermon on the 

Mount. True blessedness consists in hearing the Word of 

God and keeping it, or, to put it in the words of Solomon, 

it consists in hearing Jesus and doing His will. How the 

Christian should overflow with joy to do the will of his 

dear Saviors 

The other side of the picture enters in alee Verse 

36 describes the fate of those who disregard and hate 

NDT] . Wisdom states: ‘youn-59 jW5j DON Non) 

hi 2727N . The authorized Version translates the 

first half of this verse as follows: "But he that sinneth 

against me wrongeth his own soul." That statement is 

absolutely true in itself. However, in this passage it 

would be better to understand NOT in its original 

sense, as Delitzsch does. ‘Ye quote him:
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“N.lOTl may, it is true, mean "ny sinning one bi 
who sins against me « « «$* but the cantvast, of 

» "WAVY places it beyond a doubt thatN&7! stands 
here in its oldest significations to ai ee. aoe 
efter which one runs (19,2), seeks (Job 5 : . 
at which one shoots (Hip hil, es 20,16).6 $ 0. eee 
Just because it is the ides of missing, whi 
ethically eran passes over into that of Bs 
and guilt (of fault, mistake, false step, Fehls, 
Fehlers, Fehltritts), NbT7 oan stand not only 

e accusative of the subject in regard: to 
which one ergs, Leve 5,16, but also with the ac- 
cusative: of the subject which one forfeits, i. 8. 
misses and loses, 20,2, Cfo Habe 2510.1 

That a great number of people have aeepi sé. at hated 

Jesus is a deplorable fact which is recorded throughout 

Scripture, and which, of courge, the slightest contact 

with the world will prove to us. We cannot enumerate all 

of the passages, or even a number of them. We shall 

restrict ourselves to what Solomon states in regard to 

this rejection of the Personal Wisdom. In Prove 1,24-26 

Wisdom tells the wbelievers: 

Because I have called, and ye refuseds I have 
stretched out my hatid, and no man regardeds But 
ye have set at naught all my counsel, and ‘would 

none of my reproofs I also will laugh at your 
Calamitys I will mock when your fear cometh. 

we know, of course, that this applies to Jesus. 

It was He, the Logos, of whom it is said, in John 1,10f: 

He was in the world, and the world was made by 

Him, and the world knew Him not. He came mto 

His own, and His own received Him note. 

Indeed, rejection of the Personal wisdom is foole 

iehness, for without the Pergonal Wisdom an i#dividual 

cannot receive any: true wisdom himself, but only falls 

more deeply into his folly. This folly is described 

throughout the first nine chapters of Proverbs. Although 

  

le Delitssch, Ope Gites De 195. 
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it involves falling into all kinds of sins, it is note- 

wortny thet the sin of unchastity and unbridled lust is 

most prominently depicted. folly is personified as e 

harlot, a promiscuous woman. ‘Whoever yields to her sub- 

tle enticements: is desoribed as a simple one, void of 

understanding. Such an individual cannot escape evil 

consequences and ultimate ruin.” Folly is pictured in 

Prove 9,13-18 as a foolish woman inviting men who pass 

by, enticing them to enter her house of i11'fame.. 

What a contrast between her and /) inon > Im 

the same chapter, Prove 9, verses 1-12, bina nN is 

described. ‘Jisdom is inviting us to a feast. This ts 

the Gospel invitation of the'Son. of God. We are invited 

to comes unto Hin. We are reminded of the parables of 

The Great Supper* and fhe Maerriege of the King’s Son.5 

What great wisdom there is in the One who has in- 

vited us to His feast! How appropriate is the desig- 

nation "Yisdom" when applied to Himy al 

The Son of God clearly understood the obstacles 
that lay in the way and that had to be removed 
before a reconciliation between God and man could 
be effected, There had to'be a fulfillment com- 
plete enough to comorise all mankind. There had 
to be a comzete satisfaction for the sin and 
transgressions of all the world. There had to 
be a full payment of all the penalties incurred 
by all the children of men. : 

All this the Savior did, as the whole Bible clearly 

and repeatedly testifies. The reconciliation has been 

  

le Cf. Prov. 7970 

2. Cf. Prov. 6,275.6 

3e .53P91) 1s the intensive plural of ‘J°I971 , 
The same person is meant. i 

4. Luke 14,15-24. 
5. Hatt. 22,1-14. 
6. Laetsch, Ope Cites De 35-



  

    

   
   

      

   

    

  

   

      

Now we see the « ‘etgiieoualben ee 08 aoe : 
the least jot or tittle of its a 
longer protesting against ‘the reception of si 
into the loving arms of God, for our Coy ) 
and Strength has fulfilled all demands . 
righteousness for His brethren, the sons ee nan 
We see. the justice of God ding not an tote of” 
its right to exact and execute punishment for every 
sin committed by man, and yet reconaliled to the : 
fact that the heart and, home of God ars opened to 
simers, because the Son.of. God, wisdom incarnate, 
drained the cup of G God's wenth to its very last 
and bitterest dregse: 

What sweet comfort for us. to be assured of. the fact 

that we have a pacified, ‘reconciled Gods What great 

wisdom He has and great indeed. is the wisdom. of the Son 

of God, who, is NOI and TOPIa, the Personal wisdom. 

Since He is Wisdom, we also have God's promise that, by 

believing: in Him, we also shall receive wisdom. . This 

wisdom, limited in our life here on earth, will be in- 

creased to perfection in the life to come, where we “4 

shall see the Personal Wisdom, our dear Savior, face es 

to face. 

  

le Ibids, pe 36. 
B. Ge 1 Core 13,10cl2e >: 
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